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Introduction to This Edition
CAMRON MICHAEL AMIN

My aim with this project is to build on the excellent starting points
provided by the original edition with several issues in mind. First, I
wanted to tackle the thorny issue of transliteration throughout the
text by imposing a bit of consistency based on Library of Congress
romanization schemes and, in the case of modern Turkish, using
modern Turkish script. The reason I decided to focus on
transliteration is that I have found that many students over the
years have struggled with terminology and proper names from the
Middle East and with reference to Islamic law and practice. Having
a consistent approach (while explaining departures from it) should
be of use to students aiming for more precise and nuanced
understandings of the region. I have undoubtedly failed in this
endeavor at consistency and will need to make updates. That is
fine because I intend to update the content as well with an eye
towards fleshing things out a bit more more. In the November 2021
update, I have added more on languages in the Middle East, more
on Islamic sects and more on the history that preceded the modern
period. Each of these addition are concise in may be expanded in
the future.

Camron Michael Amin, Professor of History, The University of
Michigan-Dearborn
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Approach of this book
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Images are an important aspect of the information presented
throughout this text. Because our approach is to connect history to
the present, artifacts from ancient civilizations feature prominently.
Above: what is now Mosul, Iraq, juxtaposed with Nineva; On the
cover: the ancient Persian capital of Persepolis with the city of
Shiraz, Iran. Several pages of the conclusion show multiple images/
perspectives on Giza, district of Cairo where pyramids are situated.
Each chapter starts with links to its visual aids.
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Image of the Ancient gate of Ninawa,
the Nergal Gate mentioned in the
Bible. A provincial reconstruction
team and representatives of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization visit what
remains of Nergal gate in Nineveh,
Iraq, Nov. 22, 2008. Nineveh, built
between 704-681 B.C., was a capital of
the Assyrian Empire and was
surrounded by a 12-kilometer mud
brick wall. (U.S. Air Force photo by
Staff Sgt. JoAnn S. Makinano/
Released)

Images of Mosul and the Ruins of Nineva
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Image of Saddam’s Palace in Ninawa,
one of the palaces used by Saddam
Hussein in Mosul, northern Iraq,
Ninawa (Nineveh) province. US Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE)
photograph by ACoE photographer Jim
Gordon, C.C.0, via Wikimedia
Commons.
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Introduction
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

This book is intended for readers who have never studied the Middle
East, or who would like to improve their knowledge of the region.
Key concepts are demarcated with text boxes throughout, and a
glossary is provided which includes those and other important
words from each chapter. This book is intended as a starting point
for insider literacy. This is why we provide key terms in the local
languages as much as possible. This is not a history book, although
we discuss milestones and key historical figures within the contexts
of ancient and modern civilizations. Our goal is for the reader to
understand some introductory perspectives coming from within
the region, and begin building knowledge regarding what informs
them. We consider it important not to advocate for a particular
community’s view, but to challenge readers to understand multiple
perspectives. Whether the reader is a novice or scholar, we expect
these fundamentals will be of value. These include: the languages,
the cultural, religious and sectarian communities of the region, and
turning points in history, such as:

• The establishment of the early Islamic Empires which played a
key role in establishing Arabic as a dominant language in the
region.

• The schism of Islam into Sunni and Shi‘i factions, which
continues to shape the region today.

• The legacies of imperialism, the Cold War and Global Alliances
such as NATO, which continue to impact the region.

The choices we’ve made regarding what to include are informed
by what we have been repeatedly told by many of the students in
our classes. There are many more languages, religions and cultural
communities in the region beyond what we could cover here, but
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we do our best to acknowledge as many as possible. Whether the
reader is a novice or scholar, we expect these fundamentals will be
of value.

Map of the Greater Middle East, including North Africa, and Central Asia.
Image credit: “Location map for Middle East (Greater Middle East)” by 배우는
사람 (talk), Wikimedia Commons, CC.0

Visual Aids in the Introduction
Map: Map of the Greater Middle East
List of Countries: The Countries of the Middle East and
Surrounding Regions with Muslim Population
Alphabet Key: Arabic Romanization/Transliteration
Chart

The following chapters focus on the languages, cultural, religious
and sectarian communities of the region, and certain turning points
in history which are keys for understanding the region, whether for
establishing a new knowledge base, or deepening one’s knowledge.
In addition to language and nationality (or ethnic identity), religious
communities play a huge role in the Middle East. We therefore
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cover, language communities, cultural communities and religious
communities which combine to create many unique, complex
identities of the Middle East.

Chapter one focuses on the languages spoken in the region. The
countries we have included (see chart, next page) possess a
significant population of speakers of one or more of the following
languages: Arabic, Hebrew, Persian or Turkish (or, closely-related
Turkic languages). Chapter two also acknowledges some of the
ancient languages of the Middle East with global significance in
regard to such innovations in human culture as writing.

Chapter two provides an overview of some of the major religious
identities of the region, past and present. It also addresses the
religious diversity and importance of minority religions and factions
within major religions. Islam is explored in detail, especially in
relation to multiple schools of thought and the premises of Islamic
law. Except for Israel, each of these states are also Muslim-majority.
This book acknowledges the major cultural influence Islam has had
on the region, as well as its religious diversity.

Chapter three covers critical developments in the Middle East
related to the effects of European colonialism in the region and the
Cold War. The chart on the previous page shows which countries
we cover, along with their Muslim populations. Please keep in mind,
however, that the Muslim population of the Middle East makes up
only 42% of the total worldwide Muslim population (Pew,2011 –
see chart below). Furthermore, we are using one of the broadest
definitions of the Middle East possible in this book.
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Muslim-Majority Countries of the Middle East

Middle Eastern
Country Population Percent of Muslims

Worldwide

Afghanistan 29,047,000 2%

Algeria 34,780,000 2%

Bahrain 655,000 0%

Egypt 80,024,000 5%

Pakistan 178,097,000 11%

Palestinian
Territories 4,298,000 0%

Iran 74,819,000 5%

Iraq 31,108,000 2%

Israel 1,287,000 0%

Jordan 6,397,000 0%

Kazakhstan 8,887,000 1%

Kuwait 2,636,000 0%

Kyrgyzstan 4,927,000 0%

Lebanon 2,542,000 0%

Libya 6,325,000 0%

Morocco 32,381,000 2%

Oman 2,547,000 0%

Qatar 1,168,000 0%

Saudi Arabia 25,493,000 2%

Syria 20,895,000 1%

United Arab
Emirates 3,577,000 0%

Tajikistan 7,006,000 0%

Tunisia 10,349,000 1%

Turkey 74,660,000 5%

Turkmenistan 4,830,000 0%

Uzbekistan 26,833,000 2%

Yemen 24,023,000 2%
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Total of Selected
Countries 699,591,000 44%

Total Muslim
Population 1,600,000,000 100%

Data source: Pew Forum, Muslim
Population Data
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A Note on Language
CAMRON MICHAEL AMIN; ALAM PAYIND; AND MELISSA
MCCLIMANS

Because of our decision to use Arabic vocabulary for identifying
culturally important terms that relate to Islam and pre-Islamic
concepts, we need to address the issue of Arabic being written
with the Arabic alphabet. Transliteration is the system for
rendering Arabic sounds, which are normally written in the Arabic
alphabet, into the Latin alphabet which is used by most European
languages (and modern Turkish). There is a lot of local variation in
how these are actually pronounced. However, as mentioned above,
we have chosen to present Arabic words according to their
pronunciation in Classical Arabic for the sake of clarity and
consistency.

Romanization Chart:
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Chart of the ALA Library of Congress Transliteration
System used in this book. Chart By Tyler Parker. C.C.0 1.0

For the system we use to represent Arabic sounds in the Latin
alphabet, please see the Romanization chart above, based on the
American Library Association’s system. This chart is based on
pronunciation of classical Arabic. Despite our choice of classical
Arabic pronunciations, there are many classical pronunciations, that
in reality are quite rare in the Middle East, even in Arab countries.
The letter ḍad, for example: in some Arabic-speaking countries
the ḍ pronunciation remains similar to classical, but it is usually
pronounced z. Thus, Ramaḍān becomes Ramazān in many local
contexts. In Persia and Turkish, the sound becomes a “z” also
(formally and colloquially).
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Defining the Middle East
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

The region we are covering spans from Morocco to Afghanistan, and
is unified by many cultural and linguistic ties, as well as many shared
worldviews that are reflected in the religions of the region, as well.
The list of countries we include in our definition can be found in the
chart on page 6, and a detailed definition can be found in chapter 3
(“Defining the the term ‘Middle East’”).

The diversity of the Middle East is the main learning outcome
we intend for our readers because the region is often spoken of in
monolithic terms. However, humanity also is unified by many shared
experiences of the human condition. To think critically about other
parts of the world, engage with both similarities and differences:
recognize that interconnectedness doesn’t mean uniformity. Saadi
Shirazi (1210 – 1291 A.D.) had some wisdom on this subject (Payind’s
translation):

“Humans are organs in the same body, created from the
same essence If one organ feels pain, the other organs will
not restrain. If you are indifferent about the sufferings of
others, you shall not deserve the name ‘Human.’”

While differences lie at the core of human experience, humanity
remains united in many ways. Sometimes differences can be
contentious, or politicized, especially with regard to the Middle
East. These are difficult issues, but it is very important to discuss
them, and learn from people and places that are different from
you. Differences do not need to lead to conflict or the inability to
communicate. Develop the habit of taking different perspectives
into account; gain what Robert Hanvey called “perspective
consciousness” (1982), and you will become resilient enough to
engage with different perspectives.

Individuals in the Middle East often represent an amalgam of
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communities. The mother tongue, the DNA, and the geographic
location of “home” come from personal and family history that may
include a wide array of different religious or sectarian affiliations,
individuals who speak/spoke Arabic, Aramaic, Hebrew, Yiddish,
Kurdish, Persian, and/or Turkish, for example. While experts of
the region can guess what someone’s religion is through name,
etc., it can be very difficult to tell, even for insiders, from such
superficial indicators what a person’s cultural heritage is exactly.
Even as we strive to be inclusive in this book, there are many groups
we neglected, such as Druze, ‘Alawite, Samaritan, and others, that
we hope the reader will investigate upon learning about the region’s
complexity.

The geographic area we are covering expands beyond common
definitions of the Middle East, which do not always include Central
Asia (Afghanistan) or North Africa (Morocco). We include Turkey
which is in a liminal space with regard to cultural and geographic
boundaries, resting on the border between Europe and Asia. Its
predecessor, the Ottoman Empire, was comprised of many of the
countries that are what we now consider part of the “Middle East”.
Turkey, Arab countries and much of the Balkans were born out of its
ashes. These countries do not define the region, however, as Iran,
Afghanistan, and other countries within the Persian cultural sphere
are hugely influential. We include all of those areas because of
shared history, common languages, and the practices of Islam which
have been a powerful cultural force in the area. The term “Middle
East” is contested, and its definition has changed dramatically over
time, and depending on context. Chapter Three addresses the
related issues and gives our definition.

The theory and information herein is intended as a filter incoming
information you encounter. Understanding the diversity of the
region is the best starting point for developing this analytical lens,
and for breaking down the narratives and images which are
prominent in entertainment, advertising news media and other
official, and unofficial, sources of information one may encounter
on a daily basis. Learning about daily life in the Middle East, and
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languages, beliefs and historical contexts for it encompasses the
major aspects of identity each individual from the region possesses.
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Common Misconceptions
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Engaging our readers with the rich diversity of the region is our
main goal, but in order to be more effective in that effort, we need
to address a few conceptual barriers. Humans are not born with
an awareness of cultural difference; exposure to difference is
necessary in order to gain that awareness. Often the exposure to
places outside of one’s immediate experience is filtered by historical
representations that focus on what early explorers thought were
significant, or which governments used as propaganda, or which
marketers used to entice the public, etc. The following
misconceptions will help dispel these notions, and provide a clean
(er) slate on which to build knowledge.

The most pervasive misconception that can obscure objective
thinking about the Middle East is the idea that throughout history
certain civilizations “progressed,” and others lagged behind. This
“evolutionary” historical construct (Anderson, 2006) frames history
in terms of progress from primitive to advanced. It forms the basis
of the perception that many communities were only significant in
the past, and tends to represent such communities as primitive, or
as though they are still living in the past. The Middle East, especially,
is framed in terms of a glorious past, often relegated to the study
of ancient history. Intentionally, or unintentionally, many of the
sources of information one encounters tend to negate the present
reality because of this.

In addition to the way this region is often portrayed as trapped
in antiquity, repeated images of violence, exotic “others” and
stereotypes have deeply infiltrated the way it is seen. The Western
knowledge base contains biases which harken back to historical
power struggles between the Egyptians and Hittites, the Greeks
and the Persians, the Eastern Romans (Byzantines) and the Persians,
and later the Austro-Hungarians and the Ottomans, after
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Constantinople fell in 1453. These give us a historical sense of the
“East vs. West” divide. This divide was reified and accelerated during
the era of European global colonization. Despite this perceived
“us vs. them” difference, however, people in the West share many
of the same cultural roots of the Middle East. These communities
overlapped a great deal. Greek culture, which is considered a
cultural foundation for Europe, was spread by Alexander into as
far as what is now Afghanistan and Pakistan, for example.
Furthermore, Persian civilizations and Turkic communities had a

deep and lasting impact on the literatures, philosophies, and
sciences of Western civilizations.

Civilizations worldwide have adopted, and continue to adopt,
many scientific developments from the region. From the pre-
industrial era, all the way back to antiquity, in the times of the
Sumerians, Greeks, Persians, Romans and Ancient Egyptians. Some
examples from the past include innovations in: writing, astronomy,
optics, hydraulics, textiles, decorative arts, crop rotation, urban
planning, irrigation, geometry, mathematics, organized libraries and
universities, means of financial exchange, theological and
philosophical achievements, and other developments from the
region have had a significant impact on Europe and the world.
Today, Middle Eastern countries are contributing to scientific
breakthroughs, such as the growing of liver cells, participating in
the research at CERN, soil desalinization, and many others.

In the following chapters, we discuss three main elements of
Middle Eastern identities that are intended to counter the
stereotypes and over-generalizations that can misconstrue one’s
understanding of the region: cultural and linguistic diversity; the
role of religion in forming diverse cultural identities and
perspectives; and the impact of outside influences, and in particular
in the form of Western imperialism. Chapter One is an overview
of one of the key elements of cultural diversity, language groups
and linguistic history. We describe religious and sectarian beliefs
and cultural significance in detail in Chapter Two. Chapter Three is
dedicated to imperialism. Out of the 49 Muslim-majority countries
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today, only 4 were never colonized: Iran, Afghanistan, Turkey, and
Saudi Arabia. We briefly discuss the implications of European global
power struggles and wars in the region, as well as the encroachment
of European institutions into local economies and ways of life.
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1. Classroom Resources
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Evolving map of the Middle East: https://mideast.unc.edu/where/
Abrahamic Religions Comparison Chart
What is Shar’ia Law? https://ohiostate.pressbooks.pub/

key2mideast/chapter/what-is-sharia-law/
UNC’s guide to the veil, “ReOrienting the

Veil”: https://veil.unc.edu/
Different types of veils: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/04/

world/what-in-the-world/burqa-hijab-abaya-chador.html?_r=1
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PART II

CHAPTER ONE :
LANGUAGES
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2. Languages
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Writing, A Major Cultural Contribution of the
Middle East

Writing, or the representation of meaning through symbols and
images, is an artifact of great historical and cultural importance. The
Middle East is the birthplace for many forms of written language,
including several phonetic alphabets which provided the
breakthrough of representing sound through visual media. Artifacts
(see below) of various scripts show the diversity of the cultural
influences and how they have evolved over time. In addition to
writing systems now strongly associated with the Middle East, such
as Arabic and Hebrew, scripts developed by Assyrians, Egyptians,
Babylonians, Sumerians, and Ancient Greek systems, such as linear
B, are included. These samples demonstrate the widespread
geographic influence these civilizations have had, from North
Africa, to West Asia, and to the Indian subcontinent.
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The Rosetta Stone, with inscriptions in Hieroglyphics, Egyptian Demotic and
Greek. The inscriptions were of the same message, but in different languages
and writing systems. It was the most critical artifact in the scholarship which
finally would decipher Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphics. Discovered by
Napoleon’s team of scholars in Rosetta, Egypt, in 1799, this artifact now
symbolizes the act of decoding and uncovering lost knowledge. “Rosetta Stone”
by Hans Hillewaert, from Wikimedia Commons, licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0

The samples below serve as introductions to linguistic history of
the Middle East. These examples continue to have relevance today,
whether continued as a form of spoken language, a liturgical
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language used in worship, or as a medium for conveying important
cultural ideas. Arabic, Hebrew, and Greek have survived as living
languages, still spoken by significant numbers of people. There are
still people in Syria who speak Aramaic, also known as Syriac, as
their native tongue. Ancient Egyptian continues through to the
present day as the liturgical language used in the Coptic church.
Arabic and Hebrew outlived the others, however, as the most
actively used writing systems.

The primary living languages of the Middle East today are Arabic,
Hebrew, Kurdish, Persian and Turkish. Pashto is another language
spoken by a significant number in Afghanistan, while other Turkic
languages closely related to Turkish, such as Turkmen, Uzbek, and
others are important. Tajik and Dari are forms of Persian spoken in
Afghanistan and Tajikistan. Arabic has a unique place amongst the
writing systems due to its place in Islam, and Islam’s impact on the
region. Many of these languages use, or have used Arabic script in
the past, as their writing system. We therefore cover Arabic and its
influence in sections, “Arabic’s Influence in the Region”, and “Islamic
Expansion”.

Visual Aids for Chapter 1. Languages

Major Languages and Linguistic Groups: Semitic;
Ural-Altaic; Indo-European.

Images: Early Forms of Writing Developed in the
Region.

Timeline: Early Islamic Expansion (Under the First
Four Caliphs).
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Cuneiform tablet. Cuneiform was the
writing system for Akkadian, used by
Sumerians, Babylonians and further
developed by the Assyrians in the
neo-Assyrian Empire.
By BabelStone (Own work), from
Wikimedia Commons, licensed under
CC BY-SA 3.0

Early Forms of Writing Developed in the Region
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Cuneiform tablet fragment, part of the
Epic of Gilgamesh. Deluge Tablet
(Babylonian, Gilgamesh)”, C.C.0. via
Wikimedia Commons.

Aramaic writing on a pot fragment.
This was the language of the
neo-Assyrian Empire ( founders of
Nineva).
By Daderot (Own work), via
Wikimedia Commons. C.C.0

space holder space holder
space holder space holder
space holder space holder
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Greek and Aramaic inscription by the
Indian king Ashoka. Kandahar.
AsokaKandahar, by World Imaging,
from Wikimedia Commons, licensed
under C.C.0

Syriac, a form of Aramaic. Mainly a
liturgical language now, but still
spoken in some places in Syria. Syriac
Sertâ book script.jpg” by Weft, from
Wikimedia Commons, under C.C.0
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Hebrew, the traditional language of
the Hebrews/Israelites/Jews. The
Aleppo Codex. C.C.0, via Wikimedia
Commons

This is a 14th Century Arabian Nights
Arabic manuscript, from Syria, now
residing in the Bibliotheque Nationale
in Paris. Author unknown. C.C.0, via
Wikimedia Commons.

Linear B. Epigraphic script developed
for the Mycenaean Greek language.
Flickr: Clay Tablet inscribed with
Linear B script, By vintagedept,
License: CC BY 2.0, via Wikimedia
Commons.
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Greek manuscript, 4th century, uncial
script. Codex Sinaiticus, (Leipzig,
Royal Library, Cod. Frid.Aug), C.C.0,
via Wikimedia Commons

Example of Demotic, a form of Ancient
Egyptian writing, sort of a shorthand
for heiroglyphics. This is the text of a
contract, written on papyrus during
the Ptolemaic era. This file is licensed
under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 France
license.via Wikimedia Commons.
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Contract-IMG_6282.JPG

holder 4 space holder 4 space holder 4 space holder 4 space holder
4
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This is on a church in Cairo: Coptic inscription of the Biblical
verse on the top, Arabic on the bottom.
Coptic & Arabic inscriptions Old Cairo, Egypt, photo taken
April 2005. The verses are John 4:13 and 14. By Disdero, C.C.0,
via Wikimedia Commons.

Cuneiform Tablet “Trilingual inscription of Xerxes, Van, 1973” by John Hill,
from Wikipedia, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0
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3. Linguistic Groups
CAMRON MICHAEL AMIN; ALAM PAYIND; AND MELISSA
MCCLIMANS

This chapter is an overview of the diversity of the region in regard
to linguistic groups. Local language is a key to mapping the diversity
of Middle Eastern identities. While linguistic boundaries do not
always obey national boundaries (in the Middle East, more often,
they do not), they provide a picture of the diversity of the cultural
landscape. Cultural identity and the communities that shape how
individuals are seen in greater society go beyond static definitions
of culture, ethnicity or nationality, and can easily be oversimplified
in an introductory text, such as this one. Focusing on the “cultures”
of the Middle East can be quite problematic because boundaries can
be hard to define. Further, the notion of a static “culture” notion
of culture can lead to categorizations of communities according to
“characteristics” that can be misleading (Rogoff,2003). The focus on
history is not to relegate these communities to the past, but to
incorporate the element of time and to explore an important aspect
of culture, language, which exhibits stability and change. Languages
convey information about long histories more than national borders
do.

Constructed over time, languages continually change while
retaining stable patterns of meaning. Through this process, some
communities eventually develop their own versions of these
patterns, and lose the ability to communicate with their previous
communities, and a dialect is formed. Deep historical connections
and divides between cultural/linguistic groups are revealed
through evidence found in patterns of speech. Divides occur when
two ways of speaking lose their mutual intelligibility, or the ability
of one speaker to make him or herself understood to the other and
vice versa, they become separate dialects or languages. Languages
branch off of the main group, then split again within themselves.
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When visually rendered, this forms a sort of language family tree
(see Middle East language “family trees” below). The issue of when
a new form of speech constitutes a new dialect or a full-fledged
language is often highly contentious. Many of the Middle Eastern
languages we touch on in this chapter consist of numerous sub-
dialects, which are mutually intelligible, semi-intelligible or barely
at all. It is a spectrum, rather than a definite line. According linguist
P.H. Matthews:

“what count as separate ‘languages’ for specialists in one
part of the world are often much more like each other than
the ‘dialects’ of a single language as described in others.”
(2003,p.77)

When such differences are used as grounds for discrimination, or
become politicized, it can be challenging to get a straight answer
from anyone about the status of a language. Language is profoundly
and universally tied to cultural identity and social experience. Be
cognizant of this factor as you continue to learn about the languages
of the Middle East, and their connections (and dissonances) with
national identity; particularly when a language is overtly tied to
citizenship and cultural loyalty in the popular culture.

The many languages that exist in the region can be grouped into
three large linguistic categories. They are listed below, and we have
provided them in chart form below.

• Semitic Languages (Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic/Syriac and
others)

• Iranian Languages (Pashto, Persian (Dari, Tajik), Baluchi,
Kurdish and others)

• Ural-Altaic Languages (Turkish and other Turkic languages,
such as Uzbek, Kyrgyz, and Azeri/Azerbaijani).

Semitic languages are important due to the histories of the Ancient
Semitic civilizations, such as Sumeria, the Hebrew communities,
Arab communities and Aramaic-speaking communities of today.
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Abraham was an Akkadian speaker, and Jesus’s native tongue was
Aramaic. Aramaic is also one of the important languages of the
Talmud, or the scriptural exegesis made by prominent Jewish
scholars regarding the Torah. Hebrew is the traditional language of
the Jewish people, and has become a living language again in Israel,
since the late 19th century. It is the language of the central Jewish
scripture, the Torah. Arabic is another other majorly influential
Semitic language which we will cover in the next section.

Persian is the main language spoken in Iran, Afghanistan, and
Tajikistan. Being an Indo-Iranian language, and part of the Indo-
European family of languages, it is much closer to English in
structure than the Semitic or Turkic languages. Thus, it takes less
time for a native English speaker to learn Persian than to learn
Arabic, Hebrew or Turkish. Persian/Iranian words continue to play
a major role in the languages of the Middle East and beyond.

In order to put the language “families” in context, consider
Persian in relation to European languages – they are both part of
the same linguistic “family tree” (see chart, below). It is not hard to
deduce that English and Persian have a common ancestor. One of
the ways linguists determine a language’s origins is by looking at
“old words”; that is, words which represent concepts with a long
history in the community. The words for family members are
analyzed in this regard, as family experience is a fundamental
human experience. The word “daughter” in English reveals through
its spelling a previous pronunciation in which the “gh” was
pronounced something like the “ch” in German. German retains this
pronunciation in its word for daughter: tochter. The Dutch word
is dokhter. The word in Persian is also dokhtar. Mother is mādar
in Persian, Father is pedar, Brother is barādar. These are pieces of
evidence that English, German, Dutch and Persian share a common
ancestor, and thus, common cultural community from the distant
past.

place holder
Semitic Languages:
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This chart shows the Semitic languages, which constitute one of the three
major linguistics roots of Middle Eastern languages.

Indo-European Languages:
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The Indo-European languages constitute one of the three major linguistics
roots of Middle Eastern languages. The three major language groups are:
Semitic, Indo-Iranian, and Ural-Altaic. Living languages of the Middle East
are in italics. Image by Melinda McClimans, All Rights Reserved.

Ural-Altaic Languages:
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The Ural-Altaic languages constitute one of the three major linguistics roots
of Middle Eastern languages. The three major language groups are: Semitic,
Indo-Iranian, and Ural-Altaic. Living languages of the Middle East are in
italics. Image by Melinda McClimans, All Rights Reserved.

Turkic languages include modern Turkish, and are an additional
highly influential group in the region. Rooted in nomadic cultures,
Turkic-language-speaking communities migrated westward in
waves from Central Asia, over the centuries. These groups made
an impact in world history in numerous ways. Mamluks, Seljuks
and later Ottoman civilizations enjoyed some of the highest levels
of culture, medicine and science in the Middle East region and
perhaps the world. These and other Turkic communities took on the
leadership of Islamic expansion after the Arabs, eventually taking
Constantinople. They made numerous significant contributions to
the past and current cultural landscape of the region. The expanse
over which Turkic languages spread is remarkable (see map, below),
reflecting the nomadic migrations of these communities
throughout history.
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Map of Uralic, Turkic and Altaic Languages:

Linguistic map of the Altaic, Turkic and Uralic languages, by Maximilian
Dörrbecker, via Wikimedia Commons, License Creative Commons 2.5

Imperial and Administrative Languages in the
Middle East

While the movement of people across the Middle East was
necessary to the spread of the languages discussed above, it was
clearly not sufficient. For a language to become widespread and
persist in some standardized form resources are required. Those
resources tend to come reliably only from a combination of state
and religious institutions. The impact of Arabic was so great on the
Middle East not only because of the spread of Islam (conversion of
populations took centuries) but because the Arab-Muslim imperial
caliphates – fist the Ummayads and then the Abbasids – made
Arabic the primary administatrive language of their states and
supported institutions of religious and other learning in which
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Arabic was essential for the training of a whole host of religious
officials and functionaries. Before the spread of European
Imperialism in the 19th Century, only two other languages gained a
comparable level of cultural salience beyond the ethnic groups and
locales in which they resided: Persian and Ottoman Turkish. And
both these languages were heavily influenced by Arabic in terms of
loan words and their orthography, which are based on a modified
Arabic script. The difference between Middle Persian and Modern
Pesian is, to a large extent, Arabic. The revival of Persian as an
administrative and cultural language had a lot to do with the revival
of the political fortunes of ethnic Persian elites starting in the 9th
Century. The rulers of the Samanid Dynasty were nominally loyal
to the Abbasid Caliphate, but in fact, expanded their autonomous
control over much of the Iranian Plateau and Central Asia at the
expense of the Abbasids. They restored Persian as an administrative
language and patronized the cultural revival of Persian in literature,
philosophy (broadly defined) and history. This was so much the
case that even Turksih ethnic elites like the Saljuq Dynasty which
displaced the Samanids maintained Persian alongside Arabic as an
administrative and diplomatic language. But, it was the one-time
vassals of the Saljuqs, the Ottomans who eventually added Turkish
to the short list of administratie languages, with all the other
cultural implications that flowed from that. The sheer extent of the
Ottoman territory by the Sixteenth Century meant that Ottoman
Turkish spread widely even if it did not take deep root locally in
much of the majority of the Ottoman Empire in Europe, North Africa
and the Middle East that was not ethnically Turkish.

The Relationship Between European
Imperialism, Nationalism and Transliteration

Starting in the 19th Century, communities in North Africa, the
Middle East, Central Asia and South Asia began to encounter new
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imperial administrative languages: French, English, Russian. As
European (and later American) scholars and journalists, their study
of local languages in the Middle East produced competing
conventions of romanization/transliteration. In one system, the
Arabic word قرآن could be rendered as ḳorʾān in one system and
qurʾān in another system, and those got simplified to the two
versions of the English word (Koran, Quran) for the Muslim holy
book. Some systems of romanization attempt to account for
different pronunciations. Persian-speaking Iranians will use the
Arabic word for book, ,کتاب but pronounce it differently, with the
first vowel arguably being better approximated in English with an
“e.” So, ketāb, rather than kitāb. But, if you consider the second
vowel that leads to another issue with pronunciation. In Arabic,
there are simply long and short versions of the same vowel: i/ī, u/
ū, a/ā (see A Note on Language). In Persian those vowels sound
different. For example, the Arabic long a is rendered in Persian as
“aw” – both for words of Persian origin and for Arabic loan-worlds
in Persian. For just Persian (and all its versions), there are multiple
transliteration schemes available. But, the linguistic differences –
as standardized in formal versions of the languages or represented
Western scholarship – are not the only complicating factor in how
these words can appear in modern Western texts. There are also
regional dialects and, in the modern period, nationalist political
agendas to consider.

Arabic has more consonants than either Turkish or Persian
(though it lacks a couple they possess, like “p”). That has
implications for how Arabic loan words were pronounced and
spelled when systems of writing were reformed or replaced in some
countries, often with nationalist priorities in mind. When Ottoman
Turkish was replaced by Modern Turkish in the Republic of Turkey
in the 1920s, the “purge” of many (but not all) Arabic or Perian
loan words from Turkish was accompanied by a new system of
writing: a modified Latin script which prioritizes phonics replaced
the modified Arabic script used for Ottoman Turkish. So, the word
for “book” in Modern Turkish became “kitap,” with that terminal
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“p” morphing into a “b” for certain grammatical constructions in
Turkish (For example, “my book” is kitabım – and, yes, the undotted
“ı” follows in how the phrase would be by pronounced in Modern
Turkish. A dotted Turkish “i” sounds like “ee” in English). What this
means is that many words from Middle East-based languages that
become English words or that are represented in English works of
scholarship or journalism can be rendered differently even though
they are, in the end, the same word. This issue can be complicated
further with names, where regional pronunciations and official
romanizations can compete for priority. In Egyptian Arabic, “j” is
pronounced as “g.” So, Gamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir (sometimes rendered as
El-Nasser), not Jamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir is often how we see that famous
person’s name in textbooks and old press coverage, even though the
first name in Arabic print/script is always rendered as .جمال
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4. Arabic’s Influence in the
Region
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

This rock is supposedly the same rock mentioned in the stories of ‘Antara.
These epics and love stories are still recited in coffee houses today. Antara
dates to pre-Islamic times in the Arabian Peninsula, and was himself a
famous poet, while also being the hero of many poems and stories. “A recent
photo of what is said to be the famous Rock where Antarah used to meet Abla”
By AzizRP, via Wikimedia Commons, C.C.0

This section seeks to convey the importance of Arabic as a language
which came to be spoken far beyond its place of origin, and which
also gained influence on a large geographical area through the
conquest of Islam. We also seek to address a unidimensional view
of Arabic as the only linguistic influencer of the region. Indeed,
Greek and Persian both had significant impacts on Arabic, both
conceptually and in the form of many borrowed words. The major
powers of the area when Islam came into being, the Eastern Roman,
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or Byzantine Empire, and the Sasanian Empire, spoke Greek and
Persian respectively.

Arabic forms an initial basis for understanding many of the most
important concepts shared by members of the larger Muslim umma,
or Muslim community, within many diverse cultural communities.
For example, the word sunna. A revered word when used in the
context of the Prophet’s Sunna. Before the prophet sunna was a
path worn into the sand, hardening the sand with perpetual use.
It came to stand for tradition. In Bedouin culture, the nomadic
culture of the Arabian Peninsula, such paths were very important, as
unknown territory could be deadly. Over time, the word may have
stopped emphasizing the original cultural reference, but it has kept
the meaning of correct path. The term Sunni, as in Sunni Muslims,
means those who are following the right path; in this case, the path
refers to the traditions of the Prophet.

Arabic and many aspects of Arab culture spread worldwide
through Islam; one could justifiably consider early Islamic
conquests, Arab conquests. Before Islam, there was a vibrant literary
culture in the Arabian Peninsula. The Ka’aba, now known for being
the global center for pilgrimage, was already a pilgrimage site, and
the place where the best poems were displayed or “hung”. One of
the masters of these “Hanging Poems” was ‘Antara, and his poetry
depicted a love relationship with ‘Abla. The picture on the previous
page is supposed to show the rock they used as a meeting point in
his poetry.

‘Antara’s significance lies in the significance of pre-Islamic Arab
society. The language of the Qur’an refers to that cultural milieu
a great deal, and many of the early Arab cultural practices inform
Islamic concepts. Thus, remnants appear in Islamic law, religious
and social practices, aesthetics, etc., in Muslim communities,
regardless of whether they are native speakers of Arabic.

The cultural connections between Arabic and Islamic make it
exceedingly easy to conflate “Arab” and “Muslim”. The largest
Muslim-majority country in the world, and the fourth most
populous country worldwide, Indonesia, is neither Arabic-speaking
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(as mother tongue), nor in the Middle East. As we pointed out in
the Introduction, the Middle East is only a small portion of Muslims
worldwide, and only 16 of the 25 countries in our geographical
definition of the Middle East are Arab-majority countries. Thus,
Arab-majority countries are all within the Middle East (according to
our definition), but not all Middle Eastern countries – or Muslim-
majority countries – are Arab (Israel is Jewish-majority).

There is some validity to the connection between Arab identity
and Islam, however. The Qur’an is in Arabic; and the Sunna, or
the authenticated accounts of the prophet’s words and actions, are
in Arabic. Thus, the terminology in non-Arabic-speaking, Muslim-
majority countries for them is in Arabic. Most Muslim-majority
countries also have adopted the Arabic script, as well (Turkey is
a notable exception). Standard Islamic expressions, such as the
greeting, es-Salamu ‘Alaykum, or, Peace Be Upon You, remain in
Arabic, regardless of cultural context.

Arabic was much less influential beyond the Arabian Peninsula
and the Syrian Plateau prior to the advent of Islam. When Islam
began, the Arabian Peninsula was flanked by two superpowers of
Eastern Roman, or Byzantine Empire, and the Sassanid, or Sassanian
Persian Empire. Greek was the predominant language of the former,
Persian the latter. There is evidence that both Greek and Persian
influenced early Arabic. Persian culture also influenced Greek
culture (Miller, 2004). Thus, the exchange was multi-directional
prior to Islam. Related map: “Indo-Sassanid” by Guillem d’Occam,
via Wikimedia Commons: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Indo-Sassanid.jpg

Relics of the time before Arab dominance reside in the Arabic
of the Qur’an and some remain in the language today. Persian-
speaking and Greek-speaking super powers flanked the Arab
communities (see map, right) that originally spread the language of
Arabic, along with the religion of Islam. And those influences are
apparent in many of the words, along with older semitic languages,
such as Aramaic and Syriac. According to linguist and Arabic
historian Kees Versteegh, there were borrowings from Persian,
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Greek, and Aramaic in the Qur’an and in pre-Islamic poetry. Some
examples include (Versteegh,2001,p.60):

• the word for rose, warda, which came originally from Avestan
Persian, vareda

• the word for money, or ‘silver coin’, dirham, originally from the
Greek, drachme’

• the word for mosque, or masjid, originally from the Aramaic/
Nabatean msgd’

The Arabic word for “Rose”, warda, comes from Avestan Persian, or vareda.
Photo by Melinda McClimans, All rights reserved.
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5. Islamic Expansion
CAMRON MICHAEL AMIN; ALAM PAYIND; AND MELISSA
MCCLIMANS

“Coptic & Arabic inscriptions Old Cairo, Egypt, photo taken April 2005. The
verses are John 4:13 and 14.” By Disdero, C.C.0, via Wikimedia Commons

As we mentioned in the section on Arabic’s influence, above, the
expansion of Islam entailed integrating Arabic into local cultural
milieus. Arabic soon became a way to gain influence in government,
society and economics. This is a linguistic phenomenon which takes
place gradually over time, and is based, in part, on the prestige
of a language. Arabic gained this status in many countries due to
the power of the Islamic Empire, which spanned from Spain in
the West to Afghanistan and Central Asia in the East. Its impact
on culture and language has been profound. Additionally, because
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of Islam, Arabic remains a dominant language in these countries
today, regardless of what language is spoken at home. Because of its
importance in education, administration and commerce, it gained
prestige in societies and gradually took hold in people’s homes as
their mother tongue.

Key Concept: Prestige Language

Because of its importance in education,
administration and commerce, a language may gain
more prestige in a society. Gradually this may take hold
in people’s homes as they increasingly adopt it as their
mother tongue. This happened in many of the countries
which became Muslim (but not all). This is a concept
from the field of socio-linguistics.

For example, in Egypt, Arabic, Arab cultural practices and Islam,
were not forced on Egyptians by the original Arab settlers and
rulers. Egyptians, however, gradually became Arabic-speaking.
Advantages could be gained from speaking Arabic and participating
in Arab culture; jobs in government became possible, more favorable
laws, and generally access to better opportunities came with both
speaking Arabic and/or converting to Islam.

The Coptic Christians, however, remain a large community in
Egypt (at least 10% of the population), and have preserved the
language of Coptic, “an offshoot of Old Egyptian”
(Versteegh,2001,p.15). The language is written in a form of Ancient
Greek. Thus, they have preserved pre-Islamic cultural practices
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(Greek and Ancient Egyptian) through their liturgy and other
traditions, although they speak Arabic as their mother tongue.
Greek was the language of prestige during the Ptolemaic and Roman
eras, which lasted for over a thousand years prior to Islamic rule.
Old Egyptian, Greek, Arab, Turkish, and Persian (Persian empires
also ruled briefly, and were hugely influential in the region as a
whole) cultural influences are evident in Egyptian colloquial Arabic.

Early Islamic Expansion Under the First Four
Caliphs

“Expansion of Rashidun Caliphate” by DieBuche, C.C.0 Dark/Brown area:
Expansion under the Prophet Muhammad, 622-632 Medium/Orange area:
Expansion during the Rashidun, or “Rightly Guided” Caliphate (First Four
Caliphs), 632-661 Light/Yellow area: Expansion during the Umayyad
Caliphate, 661-750

Timeline

622-632 – Islamic Empire under Muhammad. The early state began
in Medina and gradually gained Mecca, Hunayn, Tabouk, and a large
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majority of the populated regions of the Arabian Peninsula. Abu
Bakr, who ruled from 632 to 634, secured the entirety of the
Peninsula and extended into present-day southern Iraq, Kuwait,
Syria, Jordan, and Palestine.

634-644 – Islamic Empire under ‘Umar. The state then expanded
dramatically under the leadership of ‘Umar. Lands claimed under
his rule include the entirety of the Levant, most of modern Iran,
slight expansion into present-day Turkmenistan, and entry into the
northern coast of Africa in present-day Egypt and Libya.

644-656 – Islamic Empire under ‘Uthmān. The state extends
slightly past the extent of ‘Umar’s rule. Modern-day south East
Tunisia, most of Egypt, half of Afghanistan, and south West Pakistan
were all brought under the Islamic rule. There was also increased
incursion into south East Turkey and the Caucuses.

656-661 – Islamic Empire under ‘Alī. The state experienced a
decline due to the growing prominence of other emerging Islamic
states, particularly the Umayyad, and various factors of internal
strife. The light sections of the map on Egypt and the Levant
indicate the de facto leadership of Amr ibn al-As and Mu’awiya in
each area. The dark green indicates the pre-existing eastern regions
conquered under ‘Umar and ‘Uthmān, with slight eastern expansion
in modern-day Afghanistan and Pakistan, that ‘Alī firmly controlled.
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6. Faith and Religious
Identity
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Muslim pilgrims at Mt. Arafat, east of Mekka, in Saudi Arabia, for the
Pilgrimage, or Haj. “Praying at Arafat” by Al Jazeera English is licensed under
CC BY-SA 2.0

This chapter looks at identity through the lens of religion. Religion
was used for conquest, creating kingdoms and building empires in
the region we now call the Middle East, and beyond. Religion has
been and remains a powerful force in the Middle East, not just for
members of one religious community, but as a cultural influence
affecting everyone. We will provide an overview and comparison
of the Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, and
go into more detail about Islam. Zoroastrianism and the religion
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of Ancient Greece influenced those religions and have both had a
major influence throughout the world.

‘Yazidi: Sons of the Peacock Angel‘   Prayers and ceremonies during the annual
spring celebrations dedicated to the shrine of Mohamed Rashan where many
Yazidi’s families, each from different villages, pay their visit to the servant of
the temple and his family offering him food and donations. This is one of the
most important celebrations of Yazidis. They camp together in wide grass
fields, pray and dance typical music played by the Kawals using the 2 typical
instruments, the Daf ( frame drum) and the Shabbabi ( flute).” Caption and
image by Giulio Paletta, LUZ Photography, All rights reserved.

Visual Aids for Chapter 2: Faith and
Religious Identity

Images: Sacred Places of the Middle East
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Chart: Abrahamic Religions Comparison
Images: Muslim Prayer
Chart: Shi’i Leadership Geneology
Images: Rumi

Sacred Places of the Middle East

Sultan Ahmet, or “The Blue Mosque” in Istanbul.
By Constantin Barbu [CC BY 2.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via
Wikimedia Commons
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Synagogue in Alexandria, Egypt
“20111112_Egypt_0119 Alexandria Eliyahu Ha-Navi
Synagogue” by Dan Lundberg, from Flickr, licensed under CC
BY-SA 2.0

Depiction of Zoroastrian Equinox ceremony from the Persian
Achaemenid Empire. The cover of this e-book depicts the
Tachara Palace in Persepolis where these celebrations would
take place.
“Persepolis gifts.jpg” by Kashk, from Wikimedia Commons,
under C.C.0
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The Hagia Sophia church (now a museum) in Istanbul, Turkey.
The previous Jesus Christ Mosaic image, was an image taken
from one of the inner walls. The minarets were added much
later, under Ottoman rule.
“Hagia Sophia Mars 2013” by ArildV, from Wikipedia, licensed
under CC BY-SA 3.0

“The Ka’aba in Mekka, Saudi Arabia, the central pilgrimage
site, and direction for prayer for Muslims, worldwide.
“Mecca” by Ariandra 03, from Wikimedia Commons, licensed
under CC BY-SA 3.0”
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Aerial view of the “Temple Mount”, sacred to Jews, Christians
and Muslims.
“Israel-2013(2)-Aerial-Jerusalem-Temple Mount-Temple
Mount (south exposure)” by Godot13, from Wikimedia
Commons, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0

Armenian Catholic Cathedral in Beirut, Lebanon
“St Elie – St Gregory Armenian Catholic Cathedral” by Jari
Kurittu, from Flickr, licensed under CC BY 2.0
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Zoroastrian Temple in Iran
“Ateshkadeh” Fire Temple Yazd” by Ben Piven, from Flickr,
licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

Monotheistic religious beliefs are a major contribution of Middle
Eastern peoples to the global religious picture, as well, considering
that 55% of the world’s population profess one of the main
monotheistic faiths (2.2 b. Christians; 1.6 b. Muslims; 14 million Jews).
We refer to these faiths as the “Abrahamic Religions” in this chapter
because they each trace their origins to the Hebrew prophet
Abraham. All of these religions consider the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem (image, right) to be central to their traditions and
understanding of spirituality. We go into more detail about Islam
because of the predominance of Muslims in the Middle East, the
impact Islam has had on all members of society (including non-
Muslims), and the need to correct pervasive stereotypes about
Muslims.

The similarities across the Abrahamic religions and other
religious groups can be attributed to shared histories, values and
cultural practices. Historical ties between groups, shared literature,
shared cultural practices and even shared prophets and kings. Cyrus
the Great provides an example of religious tolerance from the Bible,
while at the same time culturally and religiously diverse Islamic
Empires exhibited strong cultural traditions that cut across those
communities. Today the Middle East is defined by conflict and
antagonism, but there are many shared worldview within these
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religions, in addition to the differences. This chapter provides
examples of tolerance and pluralism from the Middle East, as well.

Acquiring knowledge about the religious diversity of the region is
equally important. The following information is essential for gaining
an understanding of the complexity of religious identity in the
Middle East and the world. These identities go beyond the
Abrahamic religions, encompassing Zoroastrianism, the religion of
Bahai, and other religious minorities. Yazidis (image, above), for
example, are a religious group that has been prominently featured in
the news recently, but which doesn’t fit neatly into the predominant
religious categories (BBCb). Yazidis include Zoroastrian concepts in
their theology. Zoroastrians are now a much smaller community,
but they trace their history to the Persian civilizations of the past,
and continue as a community today, although their numbers are
dwindling. Their largest population is in India, and are known their
as Parsis.

Religion has been a powerful social force in the region because,
especially in the past, religious identity has been something closer
to an ethnicity in the Middle East, defining one’s cultural identity as
well as one’s spirituality. Religious-cultural identity has traditionally
defined communities and their self-view. Regardless of the strong
cultural group affiliation religious identity can entail in the Middle
East, expressions of spirituality are not always from a single cultural
standpoint. A diversity of religious perspectives, including secular
or humanist ones, embrace both communal and individualized ways
of understanding spirituality. Folk traditions are important aspects
of religious practice within many of the societies in the region, as
well as more monastic approaches. Sufism, for example, has been a
path for many who have sought their own unique understanding of
God, and we will explore about Sufism later in this chapter.

Minority religious communities have also often sustained their
own means of legal arbitration and ways of approaching social
institutions such as marriage and family. States often allowed these
communities quite a bit of autonomy and the ability to apply their
own rules, as long as they paid tribute to the state. The millet
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system of the Ottoman Empire is an example of that, which we
discuss under the section “Islam in Middle Eastern Societies”. The
millet system was also an acknowledgment of the legitimacy of
Christianity and Judaism under Islamic law.
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7. Diverse Religious Identities
of the Middle East
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

The Middle East is perceived as predominantly “Islamic” due to
the Muslim majority of the region’s population, but large numbers
of non-Muslims reside there, and pre-Islamic influences remain
significant. While it’s thought of as an Islamic region, the Eastern
Orthodox Christian Church is a significant part of the region, for
example. Its origins are rooted in Greek-speaking communities of
the Eastern Mediterranean. Their split from Rome, what is now
known as the Great Schism, was likely as related to the linguistic
and cultural divide as much as to theological differences between
the bishops of the Eastern Mediterranean and of the Western
Mediterranean (Matejic, 2012).

This chapter therefore provides an overview of the predominant
religions of the Middle East, including Islam, Judaism, Christianity,
and Zoroastrianism, but there is significant diversity beyond these
four religions. There are a number religious minorities, which may
be sub-sets of a major religion, a case of religious syncretism, or
something completely outside of those traditions.
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Mosaic of Jesus Christ on one of the inner walls of the Hagia Sophia.
“Christ Pantocrator (Deesis mosaic detail),” by Jembob. C.C.0, via Wikimedia
Commons.

The Abrahamic Faiths

The monotheistic religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, are
sometimes referred to as “Abrahamic Faiths” because of their shared
heritage stemming from the patriarch, Abraham. Within these faiths
there are many sub-categories, in addition to religious traditions of
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the region that came before Abraham, such as Zoroastrianism. Its
founder, Zoroaster, was born in what is now Afghanistan, and the
faith continues among a small number of adherents in Iran, India,
and other parts of the world. Muslim and non-Muslim communities
in Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Central Asian countries continue
to practice its traditions alongside their religious practices. For
example, marking the Spring Equinox in the festival of Now Ruz is
a major traditional holiday in Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asia, and
Pakistan.

There are general cultural aspects shared by Judaism, Christianity
and Islam. They each:

• Were founded by a Semitic person or people;
• Refer to the same God: Yahweh in Hebrew; Jehovah in English;

Allah in Arabic; Khuda in Persian.
• Use similar concepts of Justice. For example the idea that one

should always consider God to be present when one is judging.
Other than murder, adultery and stealing, bearing false witness
was one of the most egregious crimes in the societies in which
these religions originated.

Islam and Judaism have more doctrinal similarities with each other
than they have with Christianity, especially in regard to their
concepts of monotheism (God being without offspring or partner
– this is a specific reference to Surat al-Ikhlas of the Qur’an in
Islam – ), their legal systems and in their rigorous restrictions on
daily life and practice, such as their protocols for diet. However,
unlike Judaism, both Islam and Christianity are universal religions;
i.e., one needn’t be born into it to participate in the religion. The
following religious comparison grid provides key areas of similarity
and difference amongst them.

Abrahamic Religions Comparison Chart
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Belief/
Practice Judaism Christianity Islam

Concept of
God,
monotheism

One god,
considered as
creator and
sustainer of the
universe.
Worship of any
additional gods is
discouraged by
banning images
of humans and
animals which
could potentially
be idols.

One god,
considered as
creator and
sustainer of the
universe. God as
cause of Mary’s
immaculate
conception, and
“father” of Jesus.

One god,
considered as
creator and
sustainer of the
universe. God
possesses no
partner, no
offspring. Worship
of any additional
gods, or idols, is
strictly forbidden.
Worship of any
additional gods is
discouraged by
banning images of
humans and
animals which
could potentially
be idols.

Messengers
of God/
Prophets

Belief in prophets
of God.

Belief in prophets
of God. Jesus is
considered the
Son of God.

Belief in prophets
of God. Belief that
Muhammad is the
last of God’s
prophets. Jesus is
considered a
prophet.

Timing for
weekly
worship/
community
gathering.

This is a day of
rest, Friday
evening through
Saturday evening
is a time of
required rest
from normal
daily work.
Synagogue
services on
Saturday are a
time designated
for community.

This is a day of
rest, Community
worship on
Sunday. It is a
required day of
rest from normal
daily work.

Friday is the day
for group prayer.
Work is allowed,

however.

Scripture
Torah (including
the Ten
Commandments).

Torah (including
the Ten
Commandments);
New Testament.

Torah (including
the Ten
Commandments);
Psalms; Gospels of
the Christian
Bible; Qur’an
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Afterlife/
eschatology

Judgment Day,
Hereafter

Judgment Day,
Hereafter,
Heaven, Hell,
Purgatory, Limbo

Judgement Day,
Hereafter

Stories of
Human
Origin

Adam and Eve as
the first humans;
the great flood;

Adam and Eve as
the first humans;
the great flood;

Adam and Eve as
the first humans;
the great flood;

Alms
Tithing, or giving
a portion of your
wealth to those
in need.

Tithing, or giving
a portion of your
ealth to those in
need.

Alms, or Zaka, is
one of the five
pillars

Circumcision Required for
males. Not required. Required for

males.

Pilgrimage
Was required,
until the temple
in Jerusalem was
destroyed.

not required.
many pilgrimage
sites, however.

required to
Mekka. tombs and
shrines that may
also pilgrimage
sites.

Ritual Use of
Water

Ablutions before
prayer, and
traditionally
before entering
the Temple in
Jerusalem.

Holy water is
used before
entering a
church, to bless
worshipers
during mass, and
to baptize.

Ablutions are
required before
prayer.

Messianic
expectations

The king will one
day return.

Jesus will return
on Judgment day

Shi’is expect the
rightly-guided
Imam, or Mahdi,
to return.

Supernatural
entities Angels Angels, Satan/

Lucifer
Angels, Jinn,
Satan, or
Shaytan/Iblis

Fasting and
Dietary
restrictions

Fasting for Yom
Kippur. Multiple
restrictions and
requirements for
preparation,
including the
way to slaughter
animals. No pork.
Ritual use of
alcohol.

Fasting for lent.
Eastern
Orthodox
Christianity
requires a
vegetarian diet
for lent. Pork is
allowed. Ritual
use of alcohol.

Fasting for
Ramadan. Multiple
restrictions and
requirements for
preparation,
including the way
to slaughter
animals. No pork.
No alcohol.
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8. Religious Diversity
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Within each of these religions there is immense diversity. For
example, many don’t know how diverse the state of Israel is in
reality. Not only Jewish, Israeli citizens can be Muslim, Druze or
Christian. They can be Arab, in addition to Jews of every ethnic
heritage both in Israel and around the world. In general, Jews with
European heritage are called Ashkenazi Jews, while Jews from the
Middle East are called Sephardic Jews, or Mizrachim. The diversity
is hardly limited to those two categories, however. Individuals from
every continent and cultural background make up the population.
Core tenets from the Torah are shared by all Jewish communities,
but the practices surrounding them vary from community to
community.

Likewise, there is much diversity within Muslim-majority
countries, and within the global Muslim population as a whole.
Several communities follow religious practices which emphasize
different aspects than mainstream Islam, have separated into a
theology, or combine theologies with other religions:

• ‘Alawi Shi’ism: a form of Shi’ism, but more centered on
venerating ‘Ali. There are many communities in Syria and
Turkey (Bashar al-Assad, the President of Syria, is an ‘Alawite)

• The Druze Faith: Islamic foundation, but radically different
practices and theology

• The Bahai’ Faith: Related to Shi’i Islam, recognizing a prophet
who came after Muhammad, however.

• Yazidism; Combination of Islam, Zoroastrian and other
traditions.

These facets of diversity show how many minority groups there are,
and have been, in the Middle East, and how problematic it can be
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to generalize about the religious outlook of a country, or even a
small area within a country. In the U.S. and other countries around
the world, many Middle Eastern immigrants represent minority
communities of the Middle East (see image gallery, left, of
celebrities with diverse Middle Eastern religious and cultural
identities).

The minority communities of Jews and Christians used to be a
much larger percentage in most of the countries of the Middle East.
Post-World War I European interventions often had the effect of
concentrating ethnic-religious groups into specific countries. For
example, the Greek Christian/Muslim Greek population exchange
of 1923, which was a continuation of the Christian/Muslim
migrations that resulted from the Greek/Turkish war. At the same
time, war devastated many other communities who were expelled,
such as the Armenians. These trends intensified as nation states
developed out of prior colonies/mandates, and other territories
impacted by European imperialism.

The violent demographic shifts that occurred in the Middle East
over the course of the 20th century created, and continue to create
many new Middle Eastern diaspora communities worldwide. The
effect has been dwindling minorities in countries which lost much
of these populations, and the underrepresentation of nations which
did not succeed in forming a nation-state country of their their
own. The Kurds a currently in the headlines as a prominent stateless
nation, and a community/ies with complicated relationships with
the governments Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran, where Kurds reside.

The creation of Israel was another influence on the demographic
make-up of the Middle East. It drew large Jewish populations from
many of the Middle Eastern countries, especially Morocco, Yemen,
and Iran. Other countries were affected, as well. Jewish
communities remain in those countries, but their numbers are
severely diminished. For example, Afghanistan used to have a
thriving Jewish population, but there is now only one remaining
Jewish resident of the country (Englehart,2009).

Christian communities in Middle Eastern countries are perhaps
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Iranian-Assyrian filmmaker, Rosie
Malek Yonan.
“RosieMalek-Yonan.jpg” by RMY, from
Wikimedia Commons, licensed under
CC BY-SA 3.0

the least represented communities in mainstream information
sources. Assyrians, Armenians, Copts, and other cultural groups
that are predominantly Christian, are increasingly minoritized in
Muslim-majority countries while at the same time many of their
communities in diaspora. Only Armenians have their own nation-
state. At the same time, they are more prominent here in the U.S.,
where we are writing this book, because communities make up
a larger percentage of the total number of individuals who have
emigrated from the Middle East to the U.S., than do Muslims.
Therefore, it is more likely for one to meet a Christian with Middle
Eastern heritage in the U.S. than in the region.
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Andre Agassi, famous American tennis
player with Iranian, Assyrian, and
Armenian heritage “Andre Agassi
Indian Wells 2006.jpg” by Akademan,
from Wikimedia Commons, licensed
under CC BY-SA 2.5
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Poster of Turkish-Armenian journalist
Hrant Dink who was assassinated in
2007 “Hrant Dink Istanbul Bienale.jpg”
by Nérostrateur, from Wikimedia
Commons, licensed under CC BY 2.5
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Paula Abdul, American singer of
Syrian-Jewish descent
“Paula Abdul 2007.jpg” by Toglenn,
from Wikipedia, licensed under CC
BY-SA 3.0
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Maronite Christian President of
Lebanon from 1952 to 1958, Camille
Chamoun, “Camille chamoun.jpg” by
Ashoola, from Wikipedia, licensed
under C.C.0
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Iranian-Israeli singer, Rita Yahan-Farouz
“Rita Yahan Farouz1.jpg” by Itzik Edri, from
Wikimedia Commons, licensed under CC
BY-SA 3.0
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9. Islam in Middle Eastern
Societies
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

The Muslim populations of the Middle East make up only 44% of the
total world Muslim population of the world (see “Muslim-Majority
Countries of the Middle East” chart). A basis for understanding the
role of Islam in Middle Eastern societies, is the distinction between
its doctrine and the cultural practices which are done in the name of
Islam or which informed them, historically. An effective way to bring
out contrasts is to compare Islam with Judaism and Christianity.
At the same time there are many aspects they share which are
rooted in the same cultural milieu. We recommend reviewing the
comparison chart comparing the Abrahamic religions again after
reading this section.

In Islam, as in Christianity and Judaism before it, there are two
distinct realms for religious oversight:

• faith and worship (ibadat).
• temporal and worldly activity (mu’amilat).

Islamic law, or the shar‘ia, is a system of theological exegesis and
jurisprudence which covers both areas. Thus it guides the religious
practices of Muslim communities, and also may serve as a basis for
government as it did in Islamic empires of the past and a handful
Muslim states of the present, such as Saudi Arabia. Once the
modern nation state became the norm for government in most
Muslim-majority countries shar ‘ia took a different kind of role in
Muslim society, as states favored Western-style government and
constitutional democracy. Secular states encouraged a more private
practice of Islam.

Shar’ia remains an important guide to daily life for many Muslims,
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but its legislation now resides outside of the legal system in most
Muslim-majority countries, with differing levels of involvement and
influence. In some cases shar‘ia has remained the state’s
government and legal system, as in Saudi Arabia. In any Muslim
community, however, Islam’s precepts for good conduct remain
paramount. The Five Pillars provide a foundation for proper
religious practice, and are as follows (in order of importance):

1. Shahada, or Declaration of Faith;
2. Salat, or Prayer (5 times daily);
3. Saum, or Fasting (Especially During the Month of  Ramadan);
4. Zakat, or Alms (2.5% of one’s income should go to those  in

need, provided one has that much after meeting one’s own,
one’s immediate family, and surrounding community needs);

5. Ḥaj, or Pilgrimage (if one has the health and financial means, a
Muslim is required to go to Mekka once in his or her lifetime,
during the month of Ḥaj and perform a specific set of rituals).

In Islam, the only requirement to become Muslim is the first pillar;
which is simply to utter the Shahada, or Declaration of Faith
(translation, Payind): “I bear witness that there is no God other
than the one God. I bear witness that Muhammad is the servant
messenger of God.”

Image of the Shahada in Arabic Calligraphy, from Pixabay,
CC0
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Beyond the Five Pillars, however, a moral life includes principles
from the Qur’an and the example set by the prophet Muhammad
which provide a moral foundation for the practices and laws which
are intended to guide all facets of individual lives, families and
society as a whole.

The Concept of Jihad

These principles for leading a correct life often require a moral
struggle to achieve. This relates to a duty in Islam called jihad. The
meaning of jihad is struggle – it can be internal and spiritual/moral,
or external and physical/combat. Inner struggle is considered the
“Greater Jihad”, or Jihad al-Akbar, due to its greater difficulty and
greater importance in the life of a Muslim. Jihad al-Akbar is revered
by Muslims. Jihad’s other meaning, related to war against an enemy,
is the lesser jihad, or jihad al-Asghar. This is the struggle against
injustice, oppression or invasion, and it allows the use of military
force. Jihad al-Asghar possesses greater renown in the West, due to
three powerful factors:

1. Jihadi extremist groups in the news,
2. European conflicts between Europe and what they called

“Islamdom”, termed “Holy War” at the time (jihad continues to
be translated as “holy war” for this reason).

3. Stereotypes of Muslims as angry and violent aggressors
pervade the Western knowledge base due to this history and
the reinforcement of these images through various forms of
media.

This list reflects the association which has developed in Western
cultures between Islam and violence. Theologically, Islam’s
orientation toward war is to minimize, and consider it as a last
resort. The Qur’an expressly forbids needless killing:
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“Because of this did We ordain unto the children of Israel
that if anyone slays a human being-unless it be [in
punishment] for murder or for spreading corruption on
earth-it shall be as though he had slain all mankind;
whereas, if anyone saves a life, it shall be as though he had
saved the lives of all mankind. “ Qur’an, Surah 5, Verse 32,
Pickthall translation

Islam doesn’t condone a passivist response to violence or injustice
either. In this aspect, it differs greatly from Christianity’s precept
to “offer the other cheek”. According to shar’ia, retaliation is
acceptable, provided that it is and arbitrated decision, based on
evidence, and it falls under one or more of the following categories:

• self defense.
• a response to an assailant of your family or community.
• apostasy, or treason (apostasy, or the relinquishing of the faith,

has traditionally been considered a form of treason).
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10. What is Shar’ia Law?
CAMRON MICHAEL AMIN; ALAM PAYIND; AND MELISSA
MCCLIMANS

Islamic law, or sharī‘a, is based on a set of sophisticated legal
systems, and provides a basis for government as well as for personal
life. The processes of developing shar‘ia are based on strict
standards. Religious legal interpretation, or fiqh, encompasses
nearly every permutation of social structure, area of human activity
and aspect of government. The uṣūl al-fiqh are the sources of
Islamic legal interpretation. These sources are used according the
sequence below:

1. The Koran/Quran, or qur’ān (as fully transliterated in the
Library of Congress system)

2. The traditions of the Prophet, the sunna, his words and actions
as recorded in reports (ḥadīth),

3. Consensus , or ijmaʿ
4. Analogy by Deduction, or qīyās
5. Process of Setting New Precedents Based on the Above

Sources, ijtihād

There is a misconception that sharī‘a is taken directly from the
Qur’an without any process of interpretation, or application of legal
precedents. The Qu’ran is the most important source, and must be
looked to first, but it is not the only source. Islamic jurisprudence,
or fiqh, considers five main sources to be valid authorities. The
first, and most authoritative is the Qur’an, which is considered the
word of God. The Qur’an, however, did not address every particular
aspect of daily life, but mainly gave principles to live by. Thus,
accounts of the prophet (hadīth) Muhammad’s life and quotes of his
words are the second most important source. In more complicated
matters, the scholar can refer to the consensus of his peers. Jurist
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scholars then use analogy when the exact case they are considering
is not mentioned in these sources. For example, drugs like crack or
heroin are not mentioned, but the prohibition on alcohol is issued
due to its effect on the judgment and perception. This is a clear
analogy the judge can use. Finally, if there is no precedent, he or
she must engage in the intellectual struggle of ijtihād. Ijtihād is
based on the same root as jihad (which means to struggle – refer
to “The Concept of Jihad” for more details), indicating the level of
effort required for identifying new paths for new circumstances that
remain true to God’s will.

The idea of of consensus requires some explication. It actually
derives from a ḥadīth in which Muhammad is said to have said, “My
community will never agree on an error.” It does not imply that
all Muslims have reached perfect unanimity of matters of doctrine
or faith. Religious scholars can talk about a consensus of opinion
among themselves (within or across different schools of legal
thought). The term consensus can also refer to a set of
ḥadīth sharing the same kind of information on a point of fact.
By the 10th Century, muslim scholars relied upon collections of
ḥadīth that were judged to be sound/correct/reliable based on a
host of criteria. One of these criteria, was scholarly consensus
about the “chain of narrators” (or isnād, also the plural for the term
“source.” Because reports of Muhammad’s life and teaching could
contain miraculous content or have information that would conflict
with the text of other reports, sometimes the reliability of a report
hinged on the reliability of the recorded chain of narrators. The
fact that different legal schools of thought could rely on different
collections of ḥadīth, is an indication of the connection between the
difference of religious sects that emerged over time. While these
sects might generally consider themselves aligned with Sunni or
Shi‘i Islam, there are multiple sects within those categories, some of
which have been historically at odds with each other ideologically
and politically.

Religious legal interpretation, or fiqh, encompasses nearly every
social structure, area of human activity and aspect of government.
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There is a massive body of law from which scholars of Islamic
jurisprudence may draw upon. The Sunni schools of thought, or
madhāhib, are: Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi‘i, and Hanbali, while the primary
Shi‘i school of thought is Ja‘fari (also known as Twelver, or “ithna
‘asharī ,” based on the line of authoritative imams this sect of Shi‘ism
follows; historically they have also been known as imāmī shī‘a.)

Among the Sunni schools of thought, Hanbali, is the one with
the most associated with movements seeking to purify Islam by
stricter adherence to the text of the Qur’an and the Sunna. This
interpretive outlook has made Hanbali jurisprudence attractive to
movements such as Wahhabism and the salafi more generally. See
Wikipedia’s map of madhāhib distribution to understand what the
countries of the Middle East and other Muslim-majority regions
adhere to in regard to these schools of thought in Islamic legal
interpretation. It is important to note that this map is the result
of historical processes and political events. It would look different
at different points in time and even the implications of sectarian
difference have changed over time. In the 9th and 10th centuries,
or example, it was possible for adherents of different sects within
Sunni Islam to have violent confrontations over control of religious
institutions in a given town. A lot of the reconciliation that emerged
over time was the result of policies enforced by empires that
controlled populations adhering to different sects. The Ottoman
Empire’s official creed, like that of the Saljuq Empire for which they
were former vassals, was Hanafi Sunni Islam. Nonetheless, when
they conquered areas with majority adherents of the Shafi’i or Maliki
schools (as in North Africa), they would appoint top officials of the
other sects also. The accommodation with Shi‘i sects was more
complicated and less consistent especially when a regional rival
(such as the Safavid Dynasty, 1501-1722) made Twelver Shi‘i Islam its
official creed.

For all these differences — some of which are irreconcilable
matters of doctrine or practice – the fact is that all these sects
tied their legitimacy to the two textual sources of jurisprudence:
the koran and records of the example/teachings of Muhammad.
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This results in a lot of consensus on many issues , some of which
was derived from de facto dialogues across sects over the centuries.

Sometimes there were different interpretive paths to the same
religious opinion (or fitwa, sometime rendered in English as fetwa)
or ruling (in a court) or in other texts of Islamic jurisprudence.
Islamic law, like all other bodies of law, is a matter of persuasion and
active enforcement. Therefore it always important to consider the
broader context of any religious movement within Islam, including
Islamic jurisprudence, despite all the assertions of certainty and
universality in a given moment.
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11. Religious Pluralism
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Islamic states also tolerated religious laws of non-Muslim
communities, considered a “people of the book” or ahl al-kitab.
The concept of tolerated religious communities is called Dhimma
in Islamic law, and the communities are therefore called Dhimmi.
Under Islamic law, states had to recognize these religious
communities because they are sanctioned by the Qur’an. Because
their prophets and scriptures are recognized in Islamic law, ahl
al-Kitab were allowed to continue their religious and communal
functions within the larger social and legal contexts. At the same
time they had different rights and obligations than their Muslim
counterparts. For example, the jizya was a tax for Dhimmi. Dhimmi
were also exempt from military service, however, and did not pay
the alms that Muslims were expected to pay, somewhat leveling the
balance of obligation between Muslims and non-Muslims.

The Ottoman Empire is example of an example of an Islamic
state which governed according to the precept of Dhimma. Dhimmi
were called millet. The word millet means religion or religious
community, but it can also be translated as nation due to affinity
between ethnicity and religious identity at the time. The millet
operated under the rules of the Dhimma mentioned in the previous
paragraphs, and maintained thriving communities in all the major
cities of the empire. The Ottoman Empire is often recognized for
its achievement of pluralistic governance because of this, although
the minorities also faced some level of discrimination. Armenian
Christians are one such community, which was displaced after the
Turkish war of independence and the end of the Ottoman Empire.

On the other hand, a great example of religious tolerance also
comes from the Middle East. The Biblical story and centers on the
figure of Cyrus the Great, the King of the Persian Empire. The Bible
says of Persian Achaemenian King, Cyrus, The Great:
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‘So said the Lord to His anointed one, to Cyrus’

—Isaiah, Isa 45:1-7, quoted in the Wikipedia Entry “Cyrus the Great”
In Jewish culture at that time, “anointed one” was a term reserved

for kings. To anoint someone ceremonially was to make him king.
This indicates their acknowledgment of Cyrus’s role in saving their
community from Babylonian persecution. Cyrus the Great, c. 600
or 576 – 530 B.C. (Dandamaey,1989) conquered a major expanse
of territory during his reign, but he also gained a reputation for
benevolence. As leader of the Achaemenian Empire, he instituted
pluralism in his religiously and culturally diverse empire.

Map of the region under Cyrus the Great. (Wikipedia Entry “Cyrus the Great”)
“map of the territorial extent of the Achaemenian Empire after the conquests
of Cyrus the Great” by Artin Mehraban, Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 License, via Wikimedia Commons.
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12. Prayer, A Part of Daily Life
for Muslims Around the
World
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Daily life in Muslim-majority regions varies greatly, but there are
some universal experiences based on the practices required by
shar’ia. One of them is prayer, although its practice varies amongst
individuals, communities and whether the setting is urban or rural,
and the degree to which local laws and practices are Western in
orientation. Certain aspects are very common. In most Muslim-
majority contexts, for example, Muslims hear the call to prayer from
their windows five times a day. To an outsider, this may seem like a
burden for Muslims, but to an insider it is an accepted norm. It may
be considered as a way to set the pace of life and maintain orderly
work and social patterns, especially in traditional areas. Each prayer
has a practical function in addition to its spiritual function:

• Morning, or Fajar, the prayer just before dawn encourages an
early start to the work day.

• Mid-day, or Dhuhur, is a short prayer at mid-day to ensure a
break is taken from work (and implies work should be engaged
in all morning).

• Pre-sunset, or ‘Asr, is another short prayer to ensure another
break, and a healthy pace of work.

• Post-sunset, or Maghrib, prayer takes place just after sunset,
and indicates a time of day when one can retire and be with
family and community.

• Evening, or ‘Isha’, is the final prayer, which takes place in the
evening and signals it is almost time for bed.
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Man performing ablution, and men
praying in the background, in the
courtyard of a mosque in Iran.
“Masjed-e Jomeh 3” by from ,مانفى
Wikimedia Commons, licensed under
CC BY-SA 3.0

Expressions of Muslim Prayer:
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Security Guard praying, Kabul.
Security Guard in Kabul, 2008. By
Thomas McClimans. All rights
reserved.

Woman praying in a mosque. by Beth
Rankin, from Flickr, is licensed under
CC BY 2.0.
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Muslims from throughout the world
gather at Kandahar Airfield,
Afghanistan, Nov. 16, for the start of
Eid al-Adha, a religious holiday
beginning after Hajj. This year, nearly
3 million pilgrims from more than 160
countries, including the United States,
gathered in Mecca, Saudi Arabia, and
neighboring sites to perform the Hajj
rituals and stand together in prayer.
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Prayer Rug (Turkey) By Daderot (Own work) [CC0], via Wikimedia Commons.
The triangular shape at the top indicates the direction of prayer, and is to be
pointed towards Mecca. File
name:Prayer_rug_Turkey_Bergama_late_19th_century_wool_-_Huntingto
n_Museum_of_Art_-_DSC04879-1.jpg

Daily prayer is universal in Muslim communities because it is one of
the five requirements all Muslims must observe, or the Five Pillars.
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It isn’t necessary to pray in a Mosque, or even a private area. The
only requirement is that the space be clean. This is the purpose of
the prayer rug.
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13. Shi’ism
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

The word Shi‘i, also referred to as Shi‘ite, means “one who is a
partisan,” or “supporter”, in Arabic. It is in reference to ‘Ali, prophet
Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law, who many considered his
rightful successor. This partisanship dates back to just after the
death of the prophet in 632, C.E., when there was disagreement
over who should be his successor. A meeting was convened, and
the prophet’s friend Abu Bakr was chosen by the group. Those who
agree with that decision call themselves followers of the traditions,
or Sunna, of Islam. They are thus called Sunnis. The differences
between Shi‘i and Sunni Muslims are primarily focused on this
history, and not as much on doctrine. There are a lot of theological
similarities between Shi‘is and Sunnis – more than one might
expect, considering their historical disagreements, and they are as
follows:

• Both follow the Five Pillars.
• The Qur’an is the same, word for word.
• Prayer is the same; i.e., times of day, same direction, etc. (Some

minor differences are that Sunnis fold their arms when they
pray, while Shi’i let them hang. Some Shi‘i Muadhans, those
who call the community to prayer, add the phrase ‘Ali Wali
Ullah, or ‘Ali is the Viceroy of God, at the end of Adhan, or the
call to prayer.)
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Shi’i Leadership Geneology:

This chart shows the geneology of Shi’i Imams, or leaders of the religious
community.

Shi‘is have also been called Fatimis, or Fatimids (during their reign
in Egypt), because they regard the lineage through prophet
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Muhammad’s daughter, Fatima who married ‘Ali, to be the valid
transfer of power. They do not consider the first three successors
of the prophet recognized by Sunnis to be valid. This is their
fundamental disagreement with Sunni Muslims.

Shi’is emphasize the value of lineage and family ties over the
consensus of a large number of Muslims after the Prophet’s death.
This value is reflected among the Ja‘afari Shi‘i, who follow a tradition
of wearing a black turban to indicate one’s lineage traces back to
the Prophet. Both Sunnis and Shi‘is respect the descendants of the
Prophet, however, and call them noble, or Sayyids or Sherifs, in
Arabic.

The political doctrine of the Shi‘i recognizes the institution of
the Imamate, or Imama, as head of state or community. According
to this doctrine, the leader of a Muslim community, or the Imam,
must be a direct descendent of Prophet Muhammad through his
daughter, Fatima, and son-in-law, ‘Ali, as the head of government.
On the other hand, the political doctrine of the Sunni is the
Caliphate, or Khilafa, as the head. This reflects the political process
that occurred after the death of the Prophet in 632 to select the
leader by traditional tribal meeting, or shura. A shura was convened,
and Abu Bakr was chosen by the participants of that meeting
through bay‘a, which means group decision by consensus.

Eventually, ‘Ali was elected leader, but he was killed by the hand
of a secessionist, or Khariji, rebel in 661. After that time, the Sunni
Muslim community reverted to dynastic rule, the prior paradigm
of the Arab communities of Mekka. Mu‘awiyya established the
superiority of his clan, the ‘Umayyids, and they ruled the umma, or
significant portions of it, for another 370 years. Thus, the Caliphate
became more like the institution of monarchy thereafter.

Hussayn, ‘Ali’s grandson, made a claim as the rightful leader,
finally dying at the Battle of Karbala in 680. After that, the lineage
continued, with claims on the Imamate, but there were
contestations (see chart, p.37). Two of Ja‘afar’s sons claimed to be
Imams – one was Isma‘il. The followers of him are the Isma‘ilis, or
the Seveners, who reside in Pakistan, North Africa, Central Asia,
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including North East Afghanistan, and the mountains of Tajikistan.
They recognize a living Imam, Karim Ali Khan, or Karim Agha Khan.
Thus, in Afghanistan and other Central and South Asian countries,
they are also sometimes called Aghakhanis.

In 874 Muntazar, the 12th Imam, disappeared. His followers, the
Twelvers, consider him to be the rightful Imam, and expect he
will return. Because of this they are often called Imami Shi‘i. In
the absence of the 12th Imam, Shi‘i argue that their jurist scholars,
or Mujtahids, should fill the position of Imam. This would be a
temporary form of leadership until the reappearance of the 12th
Imam.
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14. The Mystical Tradition of
Sufism, or Tasawwuf
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

There is a lot of press given to Sufism these days, focusing on
its moderate and inclusive political affiliations and promoting it as
a paradigm of ecumenical tolerance and spiritual transcendence.
One example of this is the worldwide popularity of Rumi. He was
cited as the best-selling poet in the U.S. in 2014 (BBC –
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20140414-americas-best-
selling-poet). It is largely due to Rumi, in fact, that Sufism provides
such potent imagery and ideas and has captured the Western
popular imagination.
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The entrance to Rumi’s mausoleum in Konya,
Turkey. “Turkey.Konya001.jpg” by Georges
Jansoone, JoJan, from Wikimedia Commons,
licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0

Rumi depicted on the back of the 5000 lira bill,
Turkey. His mausoleum is in the background.
“5000 TL A reverse” by Passportguy, from
Wikimedia Commons, licensed under CC BY-SA
3.0

Maulana Jallaluddin Rumi Balkhi Images:

Sufism consists of much more than the order founded by Rumi, of
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course, and its practices are as diverse as the regions in which it
thrives. From West and North Africa, to Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan,
and Central Asia, Sufism has many interfaces with the practices of
average people and mystics alike. These include the maintenance
and visitation to shrines and tombs of deceased saints, Islamic
endowments, or waqfs, buildings intended for Sufi practice, and
the passing on of the traditions. Many daily expressions have also
derived from Sufism, which has contributed to sayings, references,
concepts in literature and popular culture.

Mysticism is a thread that runs through all three of the Abrahamic
religions. Sunni and Shi’i individuals and communities have adopted
mystical paths of Sufism throughout the history of Islam. Sufism,
or in Arabic, tasawwuf, is an umbrella term which refers to the
inner mystical dimension of Islam. The same linguistic root also
generates from the word for wool in Arabic; hence, a Sufi is one
who wears a wool, or suf, garment. This refers to the practice of
some ascetic mystics who would wear a simple wool garment. The
word in Persian for those who wear wool is “Pashmina Push”, a
common reference in Sufi poetry. Sufism has a highly diverse set of
traditions, with adherents from many different walks of life and with
different levels of involvement.

Mystics were among the prophet’s companions and the earliest
Muslims, before Orthodox Islam was established. They supported
an inner path which harmonized inner spiritual life while also
maintaining religious codes for daily life. For Sufis, the universe,
with all of its seemingly complex entities, forms a unified whole,
bound together by love. The messages of Sufi thinkers reflect the
universal and inclusive nature of Sufism. This is one such example
(Interpretation by Coleman Barks, n.d. – rephrased by Payind):

Only Breath
–Maulana Jallaluddin Balkhi Rumi
There is a breath of God in each of us human beings.
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Neither Christian, nor Jew, nor Hindu, nor Buddhist, nor
Sufi, nor Zen.

Not any religion or cultural system.
I am not from the East or the West.
Not out of the ocean or up from the ground,
not natural or ethereal, not composed of elements at all.
I do not exist, am not an entity in this world or the next.

I did not descend from Adam and Eve, or any origins story.
My place is placeless, my trace is traceless. Neither body, nor
soul.

I belong to the beloved, have seen the two worlds as one.
And it is that one I call to, and know first, last. . .inner, outer.
Only that breath, breathing the human being.

Maulana Jallaludin Balkhi Rumi, or simply Rumi, as he is known in
the West, was a pious Muslim, a mystic, a scholar of Shar’ia law and
a famous poet who lived in the 13th century. He was born in Balkh,
in what is now Afghanistan, but his family moved to Konya when
he was a boy, in what is now Turkey. Muslim mystics have made
substantial contributions to the world’s mystical literature. This is
especially true in regard to Rumi, but also in regard to Al-Ghazali in
the 12th Century, and Hafiz in the 14th.

Beyond the image of inclusivity, there is a counter-cultural aspect
of Sufism, as well. Sufi mystics often lived life on the margins of
society and went against what they regarded as petty cultural
norms. Many of them were ascetics who wore austere clothing, such
as the aforementioned rough wool garments. It is not correct to
define Sufism as simply a counter-cultural phenomenon, however.
It has always been and continues to be an integral part of
mainstream Islam. According to Islamic theologians, the religion
is intended to be practiced, both in regard to inner life, and in
accordance with outward prescriptions for living life in compliance
with God’s will.

Sufism’s mainstream aspect is also confirmed by the fact that it
is still considered to be a path to spiritual enlightenment by many
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in the Muslim world, and that it has been responsible for much
of the conversion in the Muslim world. It has become intertwined
with local traditions and folk practices of Islam, which often reflect
certain pre-Islamic traditions of the area. Its inclusive nature, and
its focus on the Qur’an as the primary source for religious
interpretation, creates a more flexible and open stance toward
other religious frameworks which may be seen as having emerged
from the same source, the one God, or Allah.
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15. Who are the Salafis/
Wahabis?
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Amongst the Hanbalis, there is a well-known movement called the
Salafi movement. One of the most well-known Salafi groups are the
wahabis, a movement with its origins in Saudi Arabia. Wahabis are
vehemently against tomb worship, and many of the folk practices of
Islam that have been tied to Sufism and/or reverence for particular
mystics and holy men (often referred to as walis in Arabic).
According to Hanbal’s Islamic theology, these practices are seen as
a form of idol worship, defined as a partnering of mortal human
beings with God. This is fundamentally in contradiction with one of
the main tenets of Islam: monotheism, or tawhῑd.

Salaf means ancestors, and the Salafis, or followers of the Salaf,
believe that the spiritual and temporal practices of the earliest
Muslims and companions of the prophet provide a comprehensive
guide for current-day life and government. Muslim intellectuals of
the 19th and early 20th century, grappling with the prospect of
modernization and Westernization, saw much potential in this
approach because of the universal principles contained in the
Qur’an, the prophet’s words and the way he and his companions
conducted themselves. The ideal was that they would find a way to
adopt Western technology and institutions while applying Islamic
concepts to how they would be adopted. As the movement
progressed, however, it became more of a fundamentalist
movement, and currently one hears about Salafis in the news
primarily in connection to radicalization.
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16. The Middle East and the
Impact of Imperialism
CAMRON MICHAEL AMIN; ALAM PAYIND; AND MELISSA
MCCLIMANS

NASA image of the Suez Canal, taken by MISR satellite on January 30,
2001.C.C.0

Visual Aids for Chapter 3. Imperialism

Map: Kurdish Territory
Key Figure: Mossadegh
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Key Figure: Ayatollah Khomeini
Images: Modernizing Leaders (Atatürk, Reza Shah and
Amanullah Khan)
Key Figure: Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser
Maps: NATO and other Alliances/Treaty Orgs

Before Western Imperialism: A Overview

One way to conceptualize the history of the Middle East from the
early 7th Century CE until about the year 750 CE is as the center
of religious and political authority for an expanding political order
dominated by elites that were mostly-Muslim and mostly Arab. By
the year 1000 CE, the political order in the Middle East was more
fragmented among differing factions and political elites of a number
of ethnic backgrounds. And while many areas in the Middle East
were becoming “Muslim majority” societies, sectarian differences
among Muslims reinforced some of the political divisions.
Furthermore, Islam – in all its forms – was spreading as much my
trade and migrating as by conquest. By 1500 CE, it was no longer
the case that the majority of the world’s Muslims lived in the Middle
East. By 1600, of the capitals of the largest Muslim empires – the
Ottomans, the Safavids and the Mughals – only Safavid Empire’s
capital, Isfahan, was located in the lands of first caliphal empires.

By 1800, only the Ottoman Empire was still standing as an
independent state still controlling vast amounts of territory on
three continents. The Safavids had been displaced by an Afghan
invasion and decades of civil war that culminated in the rise of the
Qajar Dynasty (1796-1925) in Iran. The Mughals had suffered from
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an invasion by a post-Safavid warlord, Nader Shah Afshar, and then
been reduced to a dependency of a corporation – the British East
India Company – as a prelude to being formally incorporated into
the British Empire in the 19th Century. Again, the Ottomans were
battered by global forces and internal divisions in 1800, but the
governing institutions and practices they had inherited in the 13th
Century (and had steadily reformed after that) served them well.
What political legacies did the Ottomans claim as part of their own
legitimacy? That is a not simple question, but we can begun with a
simple, pre-Ottoman political timeline:

Life and Career of the Prophet
Muhammad, 570-632

The “Rightly Guided” Caliphs,
632-661

Abu Bakr, 632-634
ʿUmar, 634-644
ʿUthmān, 644-656
ʿAlī, 656-661
The Umayyad Caliphate, 661-750
The Abbasid Caliphate, 750-1256
The Ottoman Empire, ca. 1280-1924

Although the Ottomans governed a multi-ethnic and multi-
confessional empire, they firmly tied their legitimacy to being just
Islamic rulers (interchangeably using the Arabic term ṣulṭān and
the Persian term padeshah/padişah) and the true heirs of the first
Muslim caliphs. The term caliph (khalīfa) was claimed by successors
to the Muhammad, and implied a blend of religious and temporal
leadership. Caliphs, however, were theoretically constrained by the
precedents of the prophet’s teachings and the Koran. But, the
earliest caliphs all had both familial ties with Muhammad and had
been early followers before his political control of Arabia was
secured in 630 CE. They were sources for reports on Muhammad’s
actions and teaching; they were recognized as caliphs after a period
of consultation with other elites of the Muslim community and
after receiving oaths of allegiance from the Muslim community as
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a whole. From the selection of the very first caliph, Abu Bakr in
633 CE, there was a measure of dissent that broke into the open
following the assassination of the the third Caliph, ʿUthmān, in 656
CE. The fourth Caliph, Alī (who was both the cousin and son-in-
law to Muhammad) immediately faced a challenged from Uthman’s
Umayyad relatives, led by Mu’awiyya. The term shia derives from
the phrase, shiʿat Alī (“faction of Alī,” to contrast with Mu’wiyya’s
faction) and eventually came to refer to a sect of Muslims that
believed not only that Ali’s caliphate was legitimate, but also that
Alīshould have been the first caliph all along owing both to his
specific designation as caliph by Muhammad and his marriage to
Muhammad’s daughter. For the Shiʿa, the fourth caliph was the
first rightful Imām, “leader.” For Shiʿa all legitimate Imams we’re
both designated by a predecessor and descendants of Alī and
Muhammad’s daughter, Fatima. The term imam is used widely to
designate various kinds of leadership, but it has a more reserved
meaning in what eventually becomes Shia theology.

The dispute in 656 was resolved neither by war or negotiation
and, in fact, led to the formation of a third group of dissenters,
known to history as the Kharijites (for “those who left” Ali’s camp),
who rejected ʿAli’s efforts to reconcile with the Umayyads because
they believed Uthman’s death had been just. It was a Kharijite
assassin who ended Ali’s caliphate and life in 661 CE. Mu’awiyya
took advantage of the ensuing chaos and established himself as
caliph. More than that, Mu’awiyya and his successors were able to
establish a de facto dynasty. Yes, the rituals of selecting a caliph
observed by the first four caliphs were observed, but the outcome
was rarely in doubt. And, when it was, it was settled through war.
Aside from their own internal disputes, the Umayyads presided over
an expanding empire. They crushed or contained dissent from the
Shia (notably at Karbala in 680 CE, which resulted in the death
of Alī’s son Husayn – the third commonly recognized Shia Imam)
and the Kharijites (who over the centuries persisted in North Africa
and, eventually, Oman as the Ibadi sect of Islam). They also began
to establish traditions of governance that blended Byzantine
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precedent, Arab tribal coalition politics, Sassanian traditions of
kingship and evolving traditions of Islamic law. It is under the
Umayyads, for example, that Arabic became the uniform language
of governance.

Dissent from Umayyad rule took many forms, but one common
growing grievance was among non-Arab converts to Islam, who
wanted their second-class status in the taxation of property (which
dated to terms of surrender during the Arab Muslim conquests)
and among provincial Arab elites who wanted more autonomy from
Umayyad oversight. Beginning ca. 750 CE, one family descended
from an uncle of Muhammad, al-ʿAbbās, was able to harness a
coalition of the disaffected and overthrow (and massacre most of)
the Umayyad elite. The Abbasid Caliphate, established their capital
in Baghdad and proceeded to consolidate their power at the
expense of many of their allies, especially the Shia, whose doctrinal
claims to the Imamate they could not abide. Because it was the
longest lived caliphal dynasty, the Abbasids are most closely
associated with Islam’s classical age, establishing precedents of
governance that persisted in modified form in the Middle East right
through the onset of Western imperialism in the 19th Century.

Though the Abbasids persisted until the Mongol conquest of
Baghdad in 1256 CE, it is important to recognize that their rule
was heavily contested. There were rival caliphates. There was an
Umayyad one in Spain in the early 10th Century CE established by
descendants of those who survived the Abbasid massacre in the 8th
Century and kept Spain independent of Abbasid rule even before
declaring their caliphate. Indeed, the Umayyad Caliphate in Spain
have felt pressure to claim caliphal legitimacy not so much from the
Abbasids, but from a Shiʿa Caliphate in North Africa: The Fatimids.
The Fatimids were a distinct sect of Shiʿism That split off from the
rest of the movement in the late 8th century. They are known as
the Seveners or Ismaili because they followed a different seventh
Imam (Ism āʿīl ibn Jaʿfar) than other Shia at the time (who followed
Mūsā ibn Jaʿfar). The Fatimids claimed to be representatives, then
manifestations, of Ismail, imbued with his charisma and authority
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pending Ismail’s return from occultation. They named their dynasty
after Muhammad’s daughter, Fatima, and established the city of
Cairo as their capital in the early 10th Century. When the Sunni
Abbasids targeted Shia opponents after the 10th Century, they were
most concerned about Ismaili Shiites, both the Fatimid Dynasty in
North Africa and Syria, and Ismaili enclaves established in Syria and
the Iranian Plateau with direct ties to the Fatimids.

Within territories directly controlled by the Abbasid, there were
two sources of opposition. First, there were provincial elites that
sought de facto autonomy under the auspices of nominal loyalty to
the Abbasids. Their power in the Iranian Plateau increased over the
course of a long civil war between rival Abbasid Caliphs al-Amīn and
Al-Mamūn in the 9th Century. With aid from provincial elites in
Khorasan, Al Mamūn prevailed in 813 CE. For this aid, the elites in
Khorasan and the southern Caspian Sea coast wanted and received
hereditary governorships which morphed to local kingdoms that
vied with each other for both territory in the provinces and
influence in the Abbasid Court. Second, there were growing
numbers of slave troops of Central Asian Turkish origin pressed into
the service of both the Abbasids and provincial rulers. Eventually,
a coalition of Islamized tribes known as the Saljuqs swept into the
Iranian Plateau in the 11th Century. In exchange for delivering the
Abbasids from the control of the Twelver Buyid Dynasty and Fatimid
influence from 1055-57 CE, the Saljuq leader Tughril (d. 1063)
obtained the title ṣulṭān (the one who rules – on behalf of the caliph
by implication).

And so, Islamic caliphal legitimacy came to coexist uneasily with
Islamized traditions of monarchical legitimacy. Maps of the later
Abbasid Empire and Saljuq Empire overlap because the Saljuqs were
ostensibly champions of the Abbasids, Hanifi Sunni Islam and a
Turkish confederation that inherited Persian traditions of sacral
kingship from the autonomous provincial dynasties they displaced.
To complicate political matters further, the Saljuq Confederation
split into several rival states over the course of the 12th and 13th
Centuries. One of these states based in Anatolia, the Saljuqs of
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Rum, were the sultans to which the Ottomans were vassals in the
wake of the Mongol invasions in the 13th Century, It is when the
Ottomans make their own bid from autonomous rule in NW Anatolia
in ca.1280, that they claimed the titles of first prince (amīr) and then
sultan, which in the absence of Abbasid legitimacy was effectively
synonymous with kingship. Their claim to Islamic legitimacy was
bolstered by their conquests in the majority-Christian Balkans and
Central Europe starting in the 14th Century and the conquest
Istanbul in 1452, from which the Byzantine Empire had stubbornly
resisted Umayyad, Abbasid, Saljuq (and even Western European
Crusader) attempts.

So,where did the Ottoman claim to caliphal authority come from?
As was the case with the Umayyads centuries earlier, a member of
the Abbasid elite survived massacre and wound up in the protection
of the Mamluk Dynasty in Egypt, The Mamluks were a coalition
of slave commanders who has displaced the Ayyubid Dynasty in
Egypt (which had displaced the Fatimids) while gradually whittling
down Western European Crusader kingdoms that that persisted
in Levant since the first Crusader conquests in 1099. Having an
Abbasid “shadow Caliph” under their protection as they both
expelled the last Crusaders and resisted Mongol incursions into
Syria bolstered Mamluk assertions of sultanuc legitimacy. When
the Ottomans conquered the Mamluks in 1517, and began to
consolidate their control over Syria, the Arabian Peninsula
(including Mecca and Medina) and North Africa, they also began to
link the Abbasid line with their own imperial line.

Aside from these traditional claims to political authority, the
Ottomans innovated systems of governance based on classical
Abbasid-Saljuq models. For example, from the classical practice
of designating funds from state land to compensate loyal local
administrators and military officials (known as iqtāʿ land, which
may be considered analogous to a fief in the European context),
the Ottomans created an elaborate military patronage system that
endured formally until the 19th Century (thought it had ceased
to function effectively in the 18th). Ottoman practices of limited
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autonomy for some religious minorities endured until the 19th
Century also. At the same time, the Ottoman practice of forced
military conscription among Christians in the European provinces
both bolstered the power of Ottoman Sultans and created a military
institution (the Janissary Corps) which became an independent
faction at court, the murderous suppression of which troubled the
reigns of Selim III (1789-1807) and Mahmud II (1808 -1839). The
rise of European maritime trading empires, fueled both by
industrialization and a global competition for markets, raw
materials and “prestige” to maintain its own balance of power on the
European continent with colonial expansion around the world, put
additional pressures on the Ottoman administrative traditions. The
Ottomans were largely unsuccessful in fending off encouragement
on their territory or separatist tendencies despite costly top-down
reform efforts that bankrupted the Ottoman Empire by the 1880s,
putting a portion of its state revenues in the hands of European
creditors until the outbreak of World War I. The Ottoman Empire
on the eve of World War I was smaller but also contained many of
the most modernized parts of the Middle East. The characterization
of the Middle East as having “fallen behind” economically (in tandem
with its political woes) is only true in comparison with Western
Europe and the United States. By certain measures – population
and economic productivity – the Middle East was growing,
including in parts still controlled by the Ottoman Empire.

The Middle East Map of Today

After the First World War, the contours of the major nation-states
of today’s Middle East were delineated. It is important to note,
however, that WWI did not create the nationalist impulses that
sometimes resulted in the formation of nation-states. National
ideologies formed in the 19th Century in response to the emergence
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of nationalist ideologies in Europe (beginning with the French
Revolution), in reaction to Ottoman efforts to thwart separartist
movements (first those of Christian majority territories like Greece
and Serbia and later among Arab and Kurds and Armeians) and in
resistance to European imperialism (in North Africa and Egypt and
eventually in the parts of the longest-held parts of the Ottoman
Empire). Going into WWI, there were multiple models of how the
Ottoman Empire might persist through its modern challenges,
including notions of decentralization and reorganization with
consideration for Arab-majority parts of the empire. But, World
War I disrupted whatever trends were developing and replaced
them with a new dynamic in which the Ottoman Empire was a
territorial shell of its former self, and proved quite susceptible to
replacement by a republic organized around the idea of a Turkish
nation. The Paris Peace Conference of 1919 solidified the political
boundaries that later became the countries of the Middle East. At
the same time a movement to recognize the sovereignty of
colonized countries led to the creation of mandates based on the
territories ruled by European countries, with the idea that they
would develop toward independent status.

Many promises were left unfulfilled, however, as cultural
communities such as the Kurds were left with no territory of their
own. To this day, the Kurds are a “stateless nation”, with their
territory spanning across 4 nation-states: Turkey, Syria, Iraq and
Iran (see map, below). We cover the concept of a stateless nation
and provide other examples in this chapter as part of a discussion
on the national identities of the Middle East of today.
It is important to recognize that nation-states of the Middle East
do not accurately represent the cultural identities of all their
inhabitants. An effort was made by European countries to draw
boundaries, and in fact to move substantial populations, in ways
which would create nation-states which aligned with the national
identities of their inhabitants. Former colonies, and countries
retaining sovereignty, regrouped, gathered national together with
a new sense of national unity, and joined the new global system of
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nation-state diplomacy. A major part of this effort was
modernization: of industry, government and society. After World
War I, many of these countries were indeed “reincarnated” as they
began to rebuild after sustaining the impacts of war, famine and
cultural hegemony (a resumption of 19th century economic trends,
albeit in very different political context. Economic collapse, war,
forced migration and famine carved new contours into the region
we now know as the Middle East, and created new cultural
identities.
Map of Kurdish Territory by the CIA

Map of Kurdish territory by English: “The following maps were produced by
the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, unless otherwise indicated.” Public
Domain. via Wikimedia Commons.
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17. Defining the Term
“Middle East”
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Culturally-speaking, it is difficult to limit the Middle East to a
geographic area with hard borders. Civilizations outside of what
is commonly referred to as the “Middle East” made intellectual,
cultural and biological imprints in today’s Middle East that are
indelible, especially in regard to the waves of migration from Central
Asia. Further, North Africa has profound cultural connections
through language, religious practices and philosophical discourses.
There have been contiguous flows of thought and ideas, whether
through the spiritual content of Sufism and Muslim folk practices,
or through practices and technologies of law, medicine, education,
and food production.

With the exception of Israel, the countries in our definition span
from North Africa to Central Asia, and are Muslim-majority
countries with large populations speaking one or more of the major
Middle Eastern languages (Chapter One). Historically, there have
been many definitions, however, which do not correspond to our
definition closely, if at all (Center, F. G. E.a). Currently, West Asia,
from about the Amu Darya (Oxus) River westward, North Africa,
and often Turkey, are usually considered a part of the region. Our
definition is one of the more inclusive ones because of the shared
languages and may shared religious and cultural practices within
the countries listed in the introduction.

In 1902 the term “Middle East” was coined in order to designate
the area residing between Egypt and Singapore, comprising major
access points to Asia, such as the Suez Canal, the Red Sea, the
Persian Gulf, etc. (Center, F.G.E.c). West Asia, where most of the
countries of the Middle East reside, used to be called the “Near
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East”, but the newer term “Middle East” also came into usage in the
early part of the 20th century.

The main purpose for covering these definitions in this chapter
is to demonstrate that the bases for any of the most commonly
used terms, also including “Orient” and simply “the East”, are rooted
in European perspectives. These terms center Europe in the
geography of the world map. Thus, geographic definitions tended
to refer to strategic lands which provided Europeans with access to
resources and military advantage, especially India (Center, F.G.E.b).
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18. National Borders as
Foreign Intervention
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

As some of our students have observed in class, there is a
predominance of straight borders on the Middle Eastern map. The
national boundaries on the map of the Middle East and North Africa
greatly oversimplify, or actually erase, many of the linguistic and
cultural identities of the Middle East. This is because the borders
were only based in part on local ideas, always formed in negotiation
with European decision-makers. Some of them were almost entirely
imposed from the outside. The examples of Jordan and Kuwait
illustrate this:

“During a five day conference in 1922 at Uqair in Eastern
Saudi Arabia Sir Percy persuaded Arabia’s future monarch,
Ibn Saud, to recognize Iraq. . and determined Iraq’s borders
with Kuwait and the Nejd.” Kingmakers, p. 188

“Taking out a map and a pencil, Cox drew the boundary
between Iraq and the Nejd. The borders with Syria and the
Transjordan were penned similarly. . The International
Boundary Commission. . .” p. 189

“Winston Churchill, then British Colonial Secretary,
allegedly claimed that he created the borders for the British
mandate Transjordan, roughly modern-day Jordan, ‘with the
stroke of a pen’ one Sunday afternoon in Cairo.’” (Diener,
2010, p.189)

The term “Middle East” reflects a European worldview, originally
imposed on the Middle East through colonization. This is why, if
you decide to study the Middle East further or visit there, you
may encounter conflicting geographical definitions. Often the term
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“Middle East” is employed, while at the same time some may choose
to speak about their country as part of “West Asia,” “North Africa,” or
even “Europe” (in the case of Turkey). It is important to be aware of
the political connotations of the various terms.

It is misleading that “The West” came to refer to anything of
European cultural origin, in contrast with any other community
worldwide (not exclusively “the East”). This binary often, but not
accurately, is associated with the axes of “First World” and “Third
World,” “Developed” and “Developing,” etc. The line between
European/European settler states that were much more modern, or
“developed”, and all the other countries of the world, is no longer
valid, however. Global health scholar, Hans Rosling, has culled
USAID statistic since the 1950s which show that, while there once
was a gap, in the past 60 odd years lifestyles have become
increasingly similar (2009).
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19. The Impact of Imperialism
on the Region
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

“Everybody did empire.”
-Niall Ferguson, 2011

Imperialism was nothing new in the world when European
expansion began impacting the Middle East. As Ferguson said,
“everybody did empire” (2011). It’s important to distinguish, however,
between imperialism as it was “done” in antiquity and medieval
times, and its modern form. Political developments in Europe, such
as the Magna Carta, and the Treaty of Westphalia, followed by
economic transformation from global trade and industrialization
led to a completely different form of imperial power. Europeans
brought their ideas, institutions and technical inventions with them,
and many of them became standards for the whole world.

There are many terms for the uneven power relationships which
developed between European states and the area we know as the
Middle East today. This chapter discusses these power relationships
and their importance for the Middle East. The term “imperialism”
can be a “catch-all” to describe the relationship between a powerful
country with a less powerful country. Rather than compete with
other ways of using the term, and perhaps furthering the confusion
surrounding its usage, we use “imperial dynamics” in this chapter.
At the same time there is a classical meaning for empire, with
reference to the empires of antiquity such as the Greeks and
Romans.

When economic historian Niall Ferguson says “everybody did
empire” he is de-emphasizing the power European empires had
over the rest of the world. In fact, European settler colonialism
made a major global impact, evidenced by the ubiquitous European
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linguistic, cultural and institutional practices found worldwide and
in global systems. The English language we are using to write this
book, for example. This imperialism has been experienced as global
dominance by colonized countries, and especially by indigenous
cultural communities. Ferguson admits that certain institutions
(2011), developed and established globally via European colonialism,
must be internalized by countries worldwide attempting to gain
equal footing in global affairs and financial systems.

In the Middle East, there have been varying degrees of
interference by outside powers. Not all countries of the Middle
East were colonized: Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Afghanistan
remained sovereign. Algeria illustrates another end of the spectrum.
It was considered by France, not as a “colony” but as part of France
proper. Similarly, the Belgian King Leopold II considered Congo his
personal possession.

Countries were at times defined in more independent terms,
although they remained under the control of foreign government.
For example, “protectorates” were territories endowed with semi-
autonomous government. The Sultanate of Egypt (1914-1919) was
one of those, a short-lived protectorate of the British Empire. A local
king was placed in power, but the purpose was mainly to sever it
from the Ottoman Empire during World War I (L.O.C., Egypt). This
was before the League of Nations and the Mandate System, which
codified an international policy of gradual self-rule for colonized
countries.

Due to these varying levels of sovereignty, and the fact that even
countries which were not actually colonized had to contend with
European power, “colonial dynamics” refers to the varying levels
of influence and power European countries have had over Middle
Eastern countries. The era of “imperial dynamics” starts roughly
with “The Great Game”, between Britain and Russia during the 19th
century. This refers to their competition over territory between
Russia and the Indian subcontinent. Russia was seeking access to
a warm water port, while Britain was seeking access to its most
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valuable colony, India. The Middle East was the arena for this
struggle.

The era of colonialism is often placed in the past, but for many
colonized groups, its effects are ongoing. Formal imperialism, with
direct control of colonies around the world, and the ability to
implement imperial policy from the “mother country”, has been
curtailed since roughly mid 20th century when the Bandung
conference of 1955 (p.57) was convened by colonized countries.
Powerful countries continue to have the power to set the standards
for participation in global economics and political affairs that less
powerful countries must follow, however. Furthermore, indigenous
groups in many Western countries continue to protest ongoing
colonialism that affects their communities, as protests in the Middle
East also often portray Western countries as imperialists.

Key Concept: Imperial Dynamics

Imperial dynamics refer to the relationship between a
stronger country and a weaker country. The form it
takes for the dominated country can range from
“colony” to “protectorate” to “mandate”.

An example of Western dominance seen as imperialism in the
Middle East is the case of Dr. Muhammad Mossadegh, who was
prime minister of Iran. In 1953 he was duly elected but was forcibly
removed by British intelligence, and the U.S. CIA. Subsequently,
Muhammad Reza Shah Pahlavi (son of Reza) was put on the throne,
and the CIA trained his notoriously brutal secret service,
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Mohammad Mossadegh Prime
Minister, Iran, 1953, while visiting the
Supreme Court in Washington D.C.,
Prime Minister  Mohammed
Mossadegh of Iran (left) chatted with
Associate Justice William O. Douglas.
Harry S. Trum. C.C.0, via Wikimedia

Sazeman e Et-tela va Aminiyat e Keshvar
(SAVAK).This background information helps explain
much of the negative rhetoric about the U.S. in
Iran, and especially the accusation of imperialism.

The subsequent events, especially the Shah’s misguided reforms
he called his “White Revolution”, eventually led to resentment
among the people, across all classes and demographics.

Key Figure:Mohammad Mossadegh Prime
Minister, Iran, 1953

Clerics leveraged the popular
dissatisfaction with the Shah,
and organized a revolution to
overthrow him in 1979. It was at
that time several
revolutionaries took 52
Americans hostage at the U.S.
embassy in Tehran for 444 days
(until 1981). A deep rift
developed between the U.S. and
Iran as a consequence, and
hostilities quickly rose between
Israel and Iran, as well. These
events continue to frame the

way Iran is viewed in the U.S. and explain the mistrust between the
two countries.

One of the reasons clerics were able to lead the revolution is
that they are connected to the people at a grassroots level in Iran.
Neighborhood mullahs, who usually provide administrative assistant
at the local mosque, are very connected to the families there. They
preside over births, deaths, marriages, etc. At the same time a very
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Image of the Ayatollah Khomeini, by
Desconhecido, from Wikimedia
Commons C.C.0

prominent cleric, Ayatollah Khomeini, was issuing anti-government
propaganda that these clerics could rally behind. Eventually, it was
Khomeini who became the leader of Iran, usurping the Shah. This
began the era of theocracy in Iran.

Key Figure: Ayatollah Khomeini

After the Paris Peace
Conference of 1919, the
mandate system was
implemented in the Middle
East. Palestine was one of the
mandates, as were Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan, and
Mesopotamia (as Iraq was
known). This followed Wilson’s
ideals for the League of Nations
and was intended to be a
method of transition from a
condition of colonization to
independence. France, Britain,
and Russia had negotiated a
treaty, the Sykes-Picot
Agreement. They agreed in secret on how to divide Ottoman
territory amongst them once the war was over.On the political level,
the impact of European imperialism can be seen in the form of new
notions of national identity. Former imperial powers became
nation-states, or their former provinces did. The trade networks
and other activities that supported the empire’s power at one time,
did not go away but were often subjugated by the new rules of trade
agreements with European countries. These agreements favored
the interests of the European brokers. The present-day borders of
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the Middle East were steadily implemented as European powers
gained control of provinces of the Ottoman Empire, such as Egypt,
and north and West Africa.

These developments, more than the other factors of economics
and culture, shaped the geographical definition of what we call
the “Middle East.” These events impacted national boundaries and
cultural identities in the region. By the time World War I began
France and England had enough control over those communities
they could conscript from them to bolster their armies, while
Germany allied with the Ottomans who conscripted many for the
German side.
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20. Modernization Versus
Westernization
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

The concept of modernity was an important rationale in projects of
European imperialism, and is another element that sets this form
of colonization apart from older forms of it. They often attributed
their global power to it, and thus their entitlement to have authority
over other societies. Looking at modernity as a unique European
development, however, does not take into account the influence
and competition coming from “The East.” Civilizations such as the
Ottoman Empire (Casale,2010) were competitors in the global
struggle for dominance, alongside European countries.

Thus, modernity remains one of the important ways both insiders
and outsiders of the Middle East conceptualize differences between
European communities and the rest of the world. It is in terms of
global competition toward technical advancement, in many ways.
According to Middle East Historian Marshall Hodgson:

“the gap in development between one part of the world
and all the rest becomes decisive, and we must understand
its character in order to understand anything else.” p. 176,
Hodgson, 1974

Hodgson goes on to explain that the gap had more to do with
technological leaps which he called “technicalization”. Yet, from a
current postcolonial-theory-based perspective, Hodgson’s use of
the term “development” remains a bit problematic. Postcolonial
theorist discourse has critiqued the term for its implication that
certain countries need Europeans to develop them. This is because
it ultimately justifies colonial practices based on the need for “help.”

Modernity makes a strong conceptual connection to cultural
imperialism for the above reasons. It was both a rationale of
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European imperialism, and an economic and social influence.
Colonizers engaged in committed efforts to create a local workforce
literate in not only in their technologies and methods, but in their
cultural norms and worldview. Esposito describes the mentality this
way:

“Many Europeans believed that modernity was not only the
result of conditions producing the Enlightenment and the
industrial revolution, but also due to the inherent
superiority of Christianity as a religion and a culture.”
Esposito, Forward, Tolan et al, 2013, p. x

This also reflects the close link between religion and culture that
was the norm at that time, although secularization was also
becoming a major force in Europe and the Middle East.

Despite the pronounced influence Europe had on the Middle East,
it is an oversimplification to say that the Middle East was
modernized by Europeans. There is a long memory in regard to
scientific and social advancements we mentioned on page 8, and
their significance in the world. The push for modernization was felt
most intensely from within, with a constant debate raging about
whether that entailed Westernization.

The developed/developing binary is a false dichotomy in many
ways. This is partly because modernity has often been defined in
contrast with traditionalism. A binary tends to elude critical analysis
because of the false choice it presents; that is, they present a
superior/inferior construct, with little room for nuance or
accuracy. In the case of the modern/traditional binary, it reinforces
many stereotypes that justify the domination of “modernized” or
“developed” countries. This is part of of the paradigm of linear
“progress” that informs mainstream history textbooks.

While there were many modernizing reformers in Arab countries,
three non-Arab modernizers stand out from the post-World War
I era. Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, of Turkey, Reza Shah of Iran, and
Amanullah Khan of Afghanistan worked tirelessly to modernize their
countries, and even go beyond Western nations in terms of
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Reza Shah Pahlavi Shah of Iran,
1925-1941. Antoin Sevruguin’s
historical Iran photographs. Antoin
Sevruguin (Persian 1830-1933 : نتوان?ا
Source: Wikimedia ( :سورگین
Commons. C.C.0.

progressive social institutions and women’s rights. Modernization
has been in full force since the 1920s throughout the Middle East.
Their social reforms often exceeded the progress in Europe,
granting women the right to vote and giving them important roles
in the modernizing efforts as educators. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s
daughter was a pilot. He and other modernizing leaders (see below)
implemented liberal secularism throughout government
institutions.

Modernizing Leaders:
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Amanullah Khan, King of Afghanistan,
1919-1929. C.C.0, via Wikimedia
Commons.
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Portrait of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, first president of the Republic
of Turkey. By Cemal Işıksel (1905-1989). Image in the C.C.0.
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21. Gamal Abdul Nasser and
Non-Alignment
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

One of the most prominent figures in resisting imperial control
was Egypt’s president, Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser. He was at the forefront
of the worldwide movement to resist the domination of the
superpowers, called non-Alignment, which denied alliance with
either the U.S.’s Containment Policy, or the Soviet Union’s systems
of influence. He gained renown at the international conference on
the subject in Bandung, in 1955, as a leader in non-Alignment and
postcolonial sovereignty.
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Key Figure: Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser:

Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser – Egypt’s president, 1956-1970 – was at the forefront of
the worldwide movement to resist the domination of the superpowers, called
non-Alignment. He gained renown at the international conference on the
subject in Bandung, Indonesia, in 1955.
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Nasser’s policies (Nasserism):

– Pan-Arabism

– Positive Neutrality: This was his non-alignment
strategy, neutrality without indifference. This means the
sovereign reserves the right to be involved in world
affairs without taking sides, necessarily.

– He diverged from Marxist socialism in that he did
not abolish private property, or attack systems which
protected the rich. Also, considering that Egyptian
society considered family as a bedrock, and its religious
views were very steadfast, he did not implement anti-
religious or family reforms.

Nasser was incredibly popular as he represented Egyptian
national identity and independence in many ways. Firstly, because
of his role in the revolution of 1952 that overthrew the European-
backed monarchy but also because he the first Egyptian to rule
Egypt since the time of the Pharoahs, and his humble village
background gave him additional authenticity. His credibility was
further strengthened when he nationalized the Suez Canal, standing
up to both Israel and European powers. Even when Egypt lost the
war to Israel in 1967, and lost the Sinai Peninsula, he continued to be
considered a hero.

As a way to implement this ideology in his country, and bolster
regional solidarity, he developed pan-Arabism to counter the
pressures from the West and the Soviets. It was an aspect of Arab
socialism which was also gaining traction among Arab intellectuals.
Syria and Egypt were united briefly under this policy, and his
direction. His main policies were pan-Arabism, and Positive
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Neutrality. The latter was his non-alignment strategy, neutrality
without indifference. The government reserves the right to be
involved in world affairs without taking sides, and to intervene on
issues deemed appropriate.
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22. Nation States and
Stateless Nations
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

It is important to understand the dynamics of national identity for
two main reasons:

1) to understand the immense cultural diversity of the
Middle East,

2) to understand issues of inequity and power imbalances,
3) to acknowledge that many of the conflicts of the Middle

East are better understood with an accounting of national
identity issues.

The map of the Middle East is diverse already with Arabic,
Hebrew, Turkish and Persian linguistically defining the political
borders – not the monolithic image most people have of the Middle
East as a location exclusively Arabic-speaking place. However,
within those political boundaries, there is even more diversity to
be grappled with, and understood. This section gives an overview
of national identities and how they formed in the Middle East, and
how they differ with European and global views on national identity.
It also touches upon the issues of inequity that national identity
formation often creates.

National consciousness, government based on national identity,
and individual citizenship, has a historical explanation related to
power struggles in Europe. The Pope became equivalent to an
emperor in Western Europe, because when the Western Roman
Empire fell to the Germanic invaders, there was a power vacuum
which the Bishop of Rome (now known as the Pope) came to fill. One
result of this was a power struggle between “secular” forces, i.e.,
princes and local rulers, and the Church. The Treaty of Westphalia
in 17th Century ended the Thirty Years War and created many of
the boundaries in Europe which remain definitive – it also gave the
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right for each territory to choose its own form of worship. It was
a defeat for the Church, but a victory for increased individualism
in regard to spirituality and group belonging. Print media played a
critical role in the formation of national consciousness as a form of
group belonging: reading literature in one’s own vernacular had a
powerful effect (Anderson, 2006).

In the Middle East the history of national consciousness differs
a great deal from that of Europe. There were always concepts of
cultural community, somewhat synonymous with nation, or people,
but national identities were not defined by a particular state. To
take an example from Arabic speaking communities of the Middle
East. A nation, or a people, is usually referred to as qawm in Arabic.
Thus, qawmia is usually how the word nationalism is translated.

Likewise, the word umma, which means community and is used
by Muslims to refer to their global community, is also sometimes
translated as “nation”. Traditionally, cultural communities were also
based on a particular religious tradition. National identity is
therefore a complicated topic in the context of the Middle East.
For the sake of this discussion, however, it is important to know
that various cultural communities, whether they called themselves
qawm or umum (plural for umma), came to consider themselves
nations. At the same time, many of those, did not possess a state of
their own, and some continue to be without a state. They are thus
“stateless nations”.

Examples of stateless nations:

• The Kurds currently reside in Iraq, Iran, Syria, and Turkey, but
they have not established an internationally-recognized state
based on their national identity.

• The Jews were a stateless nation until 1948 when they declared
Israel a state, and immediately gained recognition from the
U.S., followed by the rest of the world.

• Palestinians are currently members of a stateless nation,
although the sovereignty of Palestine has been recognized by
135 member countries of the U.N. The term “State of Palestine”
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is only used officially by Sweden.

Key Concept: Stateless Nation

Various cultural communities came to consider
themselves nations and were also able to establish a
modern nation-state based on that identity. Many,
however, never established their own nation state. They
are thus called “stateless nations”.

Many of the nation states of the Middle East formed their national
consciousness after the establishment of their state, however. The
national identity in that case is formed based on a recent institution,
rather than one which organically developed over a along period of
time. States that developed their national consciousness after the
formation of the state do not have a national history that ties to a
unique cultural community. For example, Arab-majority countries
of the Middle East all share Arab identity, language and heritage,
although they have very different national identities.

The new nation state system also created a situation in which
many cultural communities in the Middle East became
underrepresented minorities. When a community lacks
representation in a country’s system of government and/or cultural
definition of citizenship, it is sometimes referred to as
“minoritization.” “Minoritize” is a verb used in the social sciences
to critically describe the process which creates inequity between
groups in a given country (see “Key Concept” below).
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Key Concept: Minoritization

“Minoritize” is a verb used in the social sciences to
critically describe the processes which create inequity
between groups in a given country. As a verb it
emphasizes the historical nature of inequity, and as a
phenomenon which is continually reinforced in a
country. It is the culmination of laws, educational
practices and popular culture which favor the
perspectives and interests of the more powerful group.
It refers to the relationship between the dominant
group which identifies with national identity is more
supported by the country’s political, social and
economic systems, and less powerful communities
whose interests are not as well-served by them. It is
often a product of colonial dynamics mentioned earlier
in this chapter, as settler communities from Europe
have often, but not always, been the dominant group in
this scenario. For a more detailed explanation, see:
Sensoy & Diangelo (2012).

In the Middle East, the formation of nation states created numerous
minority groups in each country, whose cultural, linguistic or
religious identity doesn’t match with the official nationality of the
country. The examples are too numerous to list. The key aspect
to be aware of is that the identity of the most powerful group
of the country – which is usually also the majority group but not
always – doesn’t represent the entire population. For example in
Iran the majority identity is Persian-speaking, Shi’i Muslim. There
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are numerous Kurdish, Arab, Azeri, Assyrian, Jewish, Iranians,
among others, and each may be speakers of a different language,
and/or adherents to a different religious tradition.
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23. The U.S. and
Post-Bandung Imperial
Dominance
ALAM PAYIND AND MELISSA MCCLIMANS

Key Event: Bandung Conference of 1955

By 1955 most colonies had gained independence. The
Conference of Bandung in 1955 was a major turning
point, which lead to the non-Aligned movement of
newly independent countries who wished to resist
Soviet and U.S. pressure to align. It was organized by
newly independent countries to discuss how to move
forward. Its purpose was to discuss two main issues:

• With formal colonial structures gone, internal
results of the colonial dynamic sometimes became
the worst enemy.

• Economic relations between rich nations and
poor nations, and trade agreements continued to
privilege powerful countries and maintain this
dynamic, regardless of the official changes in
government.

This was the beginning of the non-aligned movement,
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or the agreement between formerly colonized countries
not to join alliances with either superpower.

Pioneers of the non-Alignment movement were
Gamal ‘Abdul Nasser of Egypt (see p. 56), Tito of
Yugoslavia, Sukarno of Indonesia, and Dawood Khan of
Afghanistan. During the Cold War, especially in the
1960’s and 1970’s, it was one of the most significant
global movements and the major political weapon for
resisting alliance with the superpowers of the time.
Nasser was a major proponent of nonalignment,
implementing it according to his “positive neutrality”
policy in Egypt.

Bandung transformed the history of imperialism
dramatically at the same time the U.S. and Soviet Union
began vying for global power. Independence and
sovereignty became acknowledged rights for every
nation state, and an international system was born
outside of the imperial system of the past. At the
Containment Policy the U.S. implemented to ward of
Soviet power during the Cold War created a situation in
which newly independent states needed to assert their
sovereignty. At the same time groups worldwide
continued to bear the effects of colonization, whether
former colonies attempting to maintain independence,
or minoritized groups and stateless nations continuing
their struggle for sovereignty. This section takes an
example from Egypt to illustrate these shifting power
dynamics. Eisenhower’s policies reflected both a global
strategy to gain power, via Soviet Containment, and a
respect for sovereignty with regard to the Suez Canal in
Egypt.
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An example of the colonial dynamics which continued after
Bandung, and the assertion of sovereignty by a Middle Eastern
country is the conflict over the Suez canal. In 1956 Egypt’s president
Nasser nationalized the Suez canal, which had been built in
cooperation with France and Britain. As the canal had been a major
investment on the part of the French and the British, and it formed
a border with Israel, this was seen as an act of aggression by those
countries. Israel quickly invaded, receiving the support of France
and Britain. Eisenhower, however, sided with Nasser on the grounds
that the international community had an obligation to respect the
sovereignty of independent nations. Nasser also had the motive of
protecting U.S. influence and prevent the Soviets from dominating
Egypt, and potentially other Arab states in the region (U.S. Office of
the Historian).

Colonial dynamics were shifting toward the superpower
competition at that point, and were reflected in the Middle East as
pressure to capitulate to one side or the other. The Containment
Policy meant that they had to choose whether or not to ally
themselves with the U.S. through an international treaty. The most
famous of those treaties, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
or NATO, included Turkey as a member. The Baghdad Pact, which
became CENTO after Iraq pulled out, and the South East Asian
Treaty Organization (SEATO) were also significant in the region.

Previously, after the first World War, U.S. president Wilson had
intervened on the part of Middle Eastern nations in the name of
sovereignty with his “14 points,” and theories which led directly to
the League of Nations (later, the United Nations). There are differing
perspectives on whether the U.S. effectively promoted
decolonization, or whether these developments led to a form of
neocolonialism, or  neo-imperialism. The mandate system that
resulted from the creation of the League of Nations, mentioned
previously, is certainly an example of the colonial dynamics we are
discussing in this chapter.
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Maps of the Alliances of the Cold War Era, Visual
of “Containment”

SEATO Alliance:

Map of Countries in the SEATO Alliance. These maps show Eisenhower’s
Containment Policy across the Globe, as manifested by chains of U.S. Allies. By
Alam Payind, Melinda McClimans and Michael Shiflet. All rights reserved.
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CENTO Alliance (previously the Baghdad Pact):

Map of Countries in the CENTO Alliance. These maps show Eisenhower’s
Containment Policy across the Globe, as manifested by chains of U.S. Allies. By
Alam Payind, Melinda McClimans and Michael Shiflet. All rights reserved.
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NATO Alliance:

Map of Countries in the NATO Alliance. These maps show Eisenhower’s
Containment Policy across the Globe, as manifested by chains of U.S. Allies. By
Alam Payind, Melinda McClimans and Michael Shiflet. All rights reserved.
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Countries in all Containment Alliances:

Map of Countries in all of the alliances which were a part of Eisenhower’s
Containment Policy across the Globe, as manifested by chains of U.S. Allies. By
Alam Payind, Melinda McClimans and Michael Shiflet. All rights reserved.

U.S. foreign policy played a prominent role in the events outlined in
this e-book. The 20th century saw the U.S. go from an isolationist
country to an influential world player, and what some consider a
neo-imperial power. Regardless of how one interprets the meaning
of these events, U.S. foreign policy became de facto global rules
of engagement. From Wilson’s 14 points and League of Nations, to
Truman’s doctrine of containment, to Eisenhower’s implementation
of it, the U.S. started to lead global political developments.

The U.S. became increasingly influential on the global economic
front, as well. This is indicated by the predominance of U.S. citizens
leading such organizations as the World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development, and the International Energy Agency (Stiglitz,2006). A
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country must meet the standards of those organizations if they are
to be a full participant in the global economy, or global energy trade
business.

The Cold War between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. was the defining
global dynamic of the second half of the 20th century. Afghanistan
was the lynchpin in the the Middle East between the two
superpowers. The occupation of Afghanistan by the U.S.S.R. was its
foray into territorial conquest during the cold war era, and was also
an attempt to reach a warm water port (Payind,1989). The was a
perennial pre-occupation for Russia, as well, and could be seen as a
continuation of what Kipling called “The Great Game”.
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